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Dyer proves provocative
Chris Pearce
Thanks to the philanthropic, endeav-
ours of Wilfrid and Marion
Schvveit/.er, two long-time Laurier
lecture attendees (Mrs. Schweitzer
was herself', in fact, in attendance),
this years version of the lecture
series took on a world-class charac-
ter when it welcomed journalist,
columnist and broadcaster Gwynne
Dyer to a lecture engagement in the
Maureen Forrester Recital I kill.
After leaving an impact on series
patrons with the Peter Dalglish lec-
ture two weeks ago, series coordina-
tors had a tall order before them if
they were to maintain the standard
set by the first component of the
series. Attracting the likes of Dyer
last week proved,
without doubt,
that they were up
to the challenge.
A native of
Newfou nd land,
Dyer has impres-
sive academic cre-
dentials to his
name, including
degrees from uni-
versities in three
countries; among
them a Ph.D. in
Military and
Middle Eastern
History from the
University of London. Dyer has also
held academic positions with the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst
and Oxford University.
Dyers work in the media has
seen him play an integral role in the
production of several television and
radio documentaries. In the mid-
1980s, Dyers series entitled 'War'
aired in over 45 countries. One
episode in particular received a
nomination for an Academy Award,
just one of the many awards Dyer
has garnered for his work in jounal-
Lsm over the past twenty years.
Dyer's most recent work includes a
3-part television series titled
'Protection Force', concerning the
role of peacekeepers in Bosnia up
until 1995, and 'Millennium', a six-
hour radio series about the new
globed culture.
Presently based in London
England, Dyer's current work
revolves around his columns on
international relations that appear in
some 175 papers in more than a
dozen languages. Included in that
group is the Globe and Mail, which
publishes Dyer's column on a month-
ly basis. This Is in addition to the 15
other odd Canadian dailies that pub-
lish Dyer's column.
Not surprisingly, the lecture drew
a n°ticeably older audience, includ-
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addressing the
inherent contra-
diction that osten-
sibly exists
between the oper-
ation of the two
branches of inter-
national law.
This contradic-
tion began after
the "terrifying"
experience of
World War 11
made way for the
birth of two dia-
metri c a 1 1 y
opposed bodies of
ing many of Ixiurier's own academ-
ies; who are no doubt more familiar
with Dyer's historical achievements
than would be students.
Despite the seemingly convoluted
subject matter of Dyer's lecture,
dubbed 'Democratic Overdog:
Strategy, Morality and Etiquette for
the New Masters of the Universe',
Dyer's articulate and lucid manner of
speaking kept the lecture entirely
comprehensible, and thus, thought-
provoking.
Dyer chose to discuss an emerg-
ing phenomenon in international
law, tracing the historical roots of
sovereignty law and human rights
law from their birth up through their
contemporary application within the
sphere of international relations;
law; those protecting individual
human rights, and laws ensuring the
sovereignty of states.
Dyer began by introducing atten-
dees to the notion that ours Ls indeed
an "interesting" epoch.
Ours is a time in which our coun-
try, along with its NATO counter-
pails, has undertaken a radically
new approach to international law.
According to Dyer with our
attack on Serbia, an attack in which
Canadian planes dropped ten per
cent of the bombs on a country
which posed absolutely no threat to
us, we deliberately infringed upon
the sovereign rights of Serbia in
order to prevent that country from
grossly violating human rights by
killing its own citizens.
Our government went a step fur-
ther last month when we "persuad-
ed" the Indonesian government to
"invite" a peacekeeping force into
East Timor. An ultimatum was
issued that warned Indonesia that it
would effectively lose all types of aid
- in addition to "unpublicized other
threats" - if it did not proffer an invi-
tation to intervene upon the UN.
These two examples of the last
year are as unique as they are
ground-breaking. In the last year,
we've attacked a sovereign stale in
support of a humanitarian cause,
and "we have bullied and threatened
another sovereign state into accept-
ing a peacekeeping force it had no
desire to accept," again in support of
humanitarian goals.
To emphasize his point about the
level of seriousness to which the
Canadian government has taken
human rights issues, Dyer men-
tioned that in a speech at Harvard,
Ait Eggleton, Canada's defease min-
ister, had gone as far as to say that
The end result is that
we've "changed the rules"
in international law
such endeavours would be under-
taken with or without the support of
the United Nations, so long as NATO
allies were in compliance.
The end result of all this Is that
we've "changed the rules" in inter-
national law. Dyer believes that
"We're in deep waters here." That is
to say that such a shiil brings with it
a great number of possible conse-
quences, both good and bad. A defi-
nite cause for concern. Though this
Is potentially a dangerous process.
Dyer believes that it is a "safe" time
to do it because, since the end of the
Cold War, most countries of the
world have become democratic, and
democratic countries have over the
last 80 years of history not gone to
war with one another.
And while mixed motives are
implicit in this unprecedented set of
practices, as they are in any human
relation, the motives inherent in the
new agenda are "relatively pure,"
according to Dyer.
Dyer went on to explain some of
the failures of historical peacekeep-
ing measures that have led to this
shift in policy, giving as examples the
American withdrawal from Somalia,
the horrifying experience of Bosnia,
and the United Nation's decision to
pull out of Rwanda just before geno-
cide began there.
All of these failures Dyer attrib-
utes to the "Dover" criteria, the prin-
ciple that the US will not tolerate
extensive loss of life in peacekeeping
efforts.
The Western leaders who
ignored their responsibility in these
regions are, for the most part, still in
power. Dye i - fee Is it was their resid-
ual guilt from ignoring their respon-
sibility in Bosnia and Rwanda, where
over a million people died, that led
them to prevent similar occurences
in Serbia and East Timor, where the
number of dead was limited to a
matter of a few thousand. Quite
frankly. Dyer Ls "glad they feel bad
about it," as it triggered a rapid reac-
tion to the latest attempt to violate
human rights by Milosevic - again -
and the militias in Indonesia.
Interestingly enough. Dyer con-
cluded the lecture by saying that
what this all means Ls that interna-
tional law and the international sys-
tem in general are moving away
from protecting governments, and
towards protecting people from the
governments under which they live.
And although Dyer concedes that
while the contradiction will not be
easily resolved, it must be made to be
so in order to increase the stability of
the international system.
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Now meet the candidates
Due to personal reasons, Joe
McFadden has resigned from the
Chief Returning Officer (CRO)
position for the 1999 By-Election.
Jill Osborne, former CRO for
both the WLUSU/SP elections in
1998 and the Board of
Governors elections in 1998 and
1999, has been appointed the
new CRO for this October s elec-
tions.
"It is unfortunate that we had
to lose Joe as Chief Returning
Officer, but I am grateful that
such an experienced student as
Jill has taken the responsibility of
stepping into the role of CRO,"
said WLUSU President Devin
Grady in the WLUSU press
release.
Below are the 10 platforms
from the candidates for the two
positions on the WLUSU Board of
Directors.
The candidates will be speak-
ing at an Open Forum on
Monday, October 18 at 1:00 p.m.
in the Concourse.
Come outand ask your candi-
dates the questions you need
answered and find out who will
best represent you on your
Board of Directors.
Polls will be open on
Wednesday, October 20 from
8:30 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.
General Economics and Arts
students can vote in the
Concourse.
Business and Economics stu-
dents can vote in the Peter's
Building's Undergrad Lounge.
Music students can vote in the
Aird Centre's Faculty of Music
Lounge.
Lastly, Science students can
vote in the Science Building.
Vote on October 20.
Judith Borts
The crux of my campaign is "Vote Smart" but what exactly
does this entail? First of all, voting smart simply means vot-
ing. By electing the candidate you deem most fit, you can
make your voice heard. Secondly, voting smart means voting
for the candidate who can best represent you. I have a solid
grasp ofthe concerns and ideals of the student body. Thirdly,
voting smart means voting for the candidate who can get the
job done. I'm responsible, approachable, and never afraid to
voice my opinioas. Your choice is simple: Don't just vote...
Vote Smart, Vote Judith Borts
JeffCarver
.
:
The Wilfrid Laurier Students' Union is just that, the STU-
DENTS' Union. As such its upmost responsibility is repre-
senting the interests of the Student Body, therefore the con-
cerns and needs ofstudents need to be the absolute priority
of the members of the Board of Directors. Campus Clubs at
WilfridLaurier are an integral part ofthe university life, their
ability to raise funds is key to sustaining theirrole in students
educational and social experience. 'ITie absence of the bar-
becues in the quad will severely compromise the various
activities of our campus clubs. I will strive to achieve three
goals.
Adam Delle Cese
I'm not a big fan of unions, so one may ask why I'm running
for Board of Directors? Is it because I need to? Nope. Is it
because I want to bring into question the entire union and it's
importance at WLU? Yes. If elected, I will be. the students
representative, asking the questions that students want
answered and bringing to light the views of the students. I
will not conform to union politics and they will not infringe on
my decisions. Trust me to be YOUR representative, I'm in it
for you, not for myself.
Maham Lodhi
My name Ls Maham Ix>dhi. I am running ibra BOD position.
Exercise your right to vote on October 20th and elect a BOD
that can speak for your interests. Being an out of town first
year student to WLU, 1 am full of fresh new ideas. My plans
deal with both on and off campus students, getting involved
together in the Laurier community. With my qualifications
and experiences, I am well prepared to take the challenge. I
sincerely appeal for your vote and support. I promise to do
my very best with full commitment. Let us create an ideal
Laurier together.
Joe Overdevest
I want to be the person you go to when you have a problem.
I do not desire to simply be , a member, I want to be an
ACTIVE member. I would love the opportunity to hear peo-
ple's concerns and act on them. As a member of the Board
I feel I can have a great impact in helping the students see the
actions and opportunities that WLUSU holds. I feel comfort-
able voicing concerns or questions for YOU students. 1 want
the students to be my greatest resource. I would love the
responsibility of creating solutions to YOUR concerns.
Nick Ritchie
Hey, I'm Nick. I've been at WLU for 3 years and I still do not
know what the board does but I want to learn. What it boils
down to is I want to help people get the most out of their
Laurier experience. I feel like Athletics and the Fine Arts
need more recognition. My goals are: take the politics out of
VVLUSU (we're just volunteers), meetings that are adver-
tised/open to all students including the average Joe/Jane. A
good team focuses on its strengths and harder on its weak-
nesses.
Bryant Sullivan
My name is Bryant Sullivan, a.k.a. Scully. I am a 4th year
Honours Political Science student running for a position on
your Students' Union Board ofDirectors. What I bring to the
table is experience. In my years here I have held many posi-
tions within the Union, including Foot Patrol Assistant
Coordinator, Radio Laurier DJ, WilfVl'urret DJ, and Charity
Ball Committee member. I will draw on the many benefits as
well as the drawbacks from these experiences. My goal is to
deal with the issues, not the politics. I will ensure that the
BOD is accountable to you, the students.
Peter Ttirkington
My platform for this campaign is relatively simple. A vote for
Peter Turkington on election day Ls a vote for your voice to be
heard in student government. If elected to the BOD 1 prom-
ise to be approachable and bring YOUR suggestions and
comments to the table in meetings. You will see my picture
on my posters and in the (lord. If you have questions, con-
cerns or problems don't hesitate to walk up to me in the hall-
ways and talk to me. Remember... Vote for Peter Turkington,
YOUR VOICF.
Holly Wagg
YVIK) CARLS? long lines at the bank machine, over-priced
textbooks and a burgeoning student population. These things
directly affect your life and you should care. However, the
question remains, has the Students' Union, the voice of the
student population, used this privilege in empowering the
students' voice? The answer is NO. Inconsistencies, double
standards and groupthink have marred this year's board.
Our voices were not heard. Be heard - VOTE.
JeffXilon
I appreciate the services WLUSU offers and look forward to
enhancing these while sitting on the BOD. As second and first
years are often not involved in student government, this by-
election is a premise for change. 1 offer you an opportunity
to add the perspective of a second year student to student
government dynamics. I will actively pursue the BOD's open-
door policy, I want to hear from you! Find me in the halls,
say what you want from WLUSU, I'll be the voice. Look for
the guy with the silly nametag which I'll wear throughout the
election.
Vote october
20,1999
Open Forum
in the Concourse
Monday, October 18
Be there at 1:00 pm
Polling Stations:
General Economics & Arts - Concourse
Business & Economics - Peter's Building Undergrad Lounge
Music - Faculty of Music Lounge (Aird Building)
Science - Science Building
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The 1999 Oktoberfest Overview
Kristina Spence
With files from The Record
Each Oktoberfest celebration boasts
its own atmosphere of revellers,
events, weather and music which
draws thousands of patrons back to
the Kitchener-Waterloo area every
year. This year, the Kitchener-
Waterloo community is set to
emphasize family fun, responsible
drinking and heritage to add more
dimensions to the historic festivities.
Family Focus
While the official 1999
Oktoberfest season started on
Friday, October 8 with the ceremoni-
al tapping of the key, Oktoberfest
President August Sherban hopes
that the festivities can shift their
focus towards family fun and keep in
step with such information technolo-
gies as the World Wide Web.
The Sherban's have set an excel-
lent example for family involvement
at Oktoberfest for nearly 30 years.
Augusts wife, Carol, was Oktoberfest
President a decade ago and their 29-
year-old son Stephen is currently a
volunteer at the festivities.
With more family-oriented activi-
ties in mind, Sherban has planned
the development of other free events
in the tradition of the Thanksgiving
Day Parade and King Ludwig's cas-
tle. A possible marketplace setting
with wooden huts as streetside bou-
tiques is just one of Sherban s ideas
for the downtown core.
The boutiques would offer both
visitors and members of the commu-
nity an admission-free venue to
enjoy the best of what Kitchener-
Waterloo has to offer.
Police Presence
After last years 43 arrests of
impaired drivers (double that of
impaired driving charges in 1997)
local police have increased their
numbers on the streets for this year's
events.
Every night of the nine day party,
police will be patrolling both main
and secondary roads thanks to a
$30,000 grant from the province.
The RIDE program is also receiv-
ing an infusion of money from
Oktoberfest and all drivers who pass
the tests will be given a coupon book-
let.
While impaired driving incidents
were up last year, there were 69
fewer charges laid at the 15 festhalls
across the local area than in 1997.
An increase in police officers at
the festhalls is also expected to rise
from 159 in 1998 to 176 this year in
response to the number of venues
with capacities of up to 1,500
patrons. There will be at least five
officers at each of the larger halls.
More Taxis
In an effort to keep drunk drivers
off the roads, municipal taxi cab
licensing regulations have been
altered so that Cambridge tax driv-
ers can also provide rides home.
The number ofavailable cabs will
increase from 180 to 240, a 30 per
cent increase, but only for Friday
and Saturday evenings during
Oktoberfest.
It is hoped that the larger fleet
will appease some of the frustration
that arises from waiting for trans-
portation home and taxi cab drivers
themselves will not be overbur-
dened. .
Festhalls of the Concordia Club
and Kitchener Memorial Auditorium
will have designated parking lanes
for taxis to line up. Staff at the ven-
ues will help direct patrons to the
taxi cabs as required.
For the 13th year in a row,
Kitchener Transit and Molson will
sponsor free bus rides on Friday and
Saturday evenings. Listings of the
bus schedules can be found at hotels
and in the venues serviced.
The Fest Five
All venues of Oktoberfest feature
their own special attributes but five
of the most established clubs have
fascinating historical significance
both in relation to Oktoberfest and
important events of the 20th
Century.
The Concordia Club, arguably the
best place to be for Oktoberfest, has
operated for 126 years despite trying
times. Canadian soldiers and citizens
once destroyed the archives and
vandalized the club during the First
World War.
One member of the club, W. D.
Euler, was taken to Victoria Hall and
forced to kiss the flag and sing the
national anthem while another
member was thrown in a pond in
Victoria Park.
The Schwaben Club near down-
town Kitchener formed in 1931 after
an influx in German immigrants
from the Danube River region came
to Canada.
Originally intended to provide
medical and financial assistance to
its members, the Schwaben Club
developed into more of a cultural
centre which now offers aid from
boredom to over 600 patrons.
The Alpine Club had its early
beginnings as a house party by its
founder, Wilhem Hoegler, who
welcomedGerman-speaking
Yugoslavians into his home for
singing, dancing and story telling.
Now located at 564 Maple Street,
the Club is also a place for people
Austrian and Swiss heritages to meet
and for Oktoberfest revellers to
enjoy.
The Transylvania Club began as
a centre for cultural and educational
preservation of Transylvania, a
German-speaking Romanian
province. Transylvania features both
a clubhouse and a restaurant locat-
ed on Andrew Street in Kitchener.
The most recently developed
club, Hubertushaus, was a meeting
place for hunting and fishing enthu-
siasts. The club began in 1954 and
has been going strong ever since.
For more information on
Oktoberfest, please visit the Web site
at www.oktoberfest.ca
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Do you andyour friends have what it takes t0...
Start your own
Fraternity?
ATA#WilfridLaurier's
Newest Fraternity!
The International fraternity of Delia Tan Delta is looking for
Founding Fathers.
Those men selected will combine a rich tradition with a
brand new direction and brotherhood at Wiltrid Laurier.
Being a Delt ensures membership in one ofNorth America's most
active and progressive fraternities.
UWStudent
Stabbed
A male UW student was attacked
while walking along the path from
Columbia to Bearinger Road on
Tuesday, October 12 just before
midnight.
The 20-year old from Sault Ste.
Marie is currently in the Intensive
Care Unit at the Kitchener-Waterloo
Health Centre.
His injuries are non-life threat-
ening.
The police believe the attack was
'unprovoked' and a search of the
area did not turn up any evidence to
assist in the investigation.
The suspect is described as
being a white male in his 20s, 6 foot
2 inches with a slight build, shoul-
der-length hair tied in a ponytail,
glasses and wearing a blue warm
up suit.
If you have any information,
please call the police at 653-7700
ext. 330 or CrimeStoppers at 1-800-
265-2222.
employer Information Session
You're invited to an employer Information Session by mitra Imaging Inc.
Based in Waterloo, mitra is a world leader in the field of medical imaging. We are
seeking highly motivated candidates with a broad range of technical expertise. Come
and learn how a career in high tech can make a big difference to human welfare.
Time: 5:30 - 7:00, October 18th Place: Paul martin Centre
www.mitra.com
mitra Imaging Inc., 455 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 02L 3X2
Tel (519) 746-2900 Tax (519) 746-5745
Grant fund launched by union
John Carlaw
WLU's Student Union has launched a $5,000
grantfund for projects conducted by members
of the undergraduate population.
According to a WLUSU press release, the
grant fund has been developed for "students
who possess extraordinary talents in the areas
of the arts, academics and spoils and leader-
ship."
Examples of suitable projects supplied in4
the fund's proposal include but are not limited
to film, photography, awareness projects, for-
eign exchange and health and fitness based
projects.
The grant fund is not for projects undertak-
en solely for academic credit, nor to take the
place ofany funding deemed to be the respon-
sibility of the University itself.
The current version of the grant fund is a
trial project. According to WLUSU VP:
University Affairs, Cameron Ballantyne, the
$5,000 figure Ls relatively random start-up fig-
ure fund.
There seemed to be some demand for this
type of aid, but Union executive members did
not have a strong estimate of how much
money would be needed. Ballantyne hopes
that the fund "becomes a permanent addition
to the Students' Union."
This pilot project is under a thirty day eval-
uation period. If demand is high, the Union
may expand the project and make it full time.
It is possible the project may be expanded.
WLUSU is seeking to keep the program rela-
tively flexible so it can look at diverse project
ideas.
The Union has started the fund in order to
have a mechanism for the funding of student
projects. In setting up the project the Union
looked at a similar project at Memorial
University, of Newfoundland.
It also examined the merits of contributing
to the funding of the arts and academics.
Cultural Affairs co-ordinator, Deborah Currie,
was also consulted extensively.
Student's proposals do have to meet criteria
supplied by WLUSU. The Union expects to
receive definitive timelines, a detailed budget
and explanations of how the project will bene-
fit the Laurier community. It also expects
acknowledgment on any project marketing
materials.
The grant fund committee is made up ofthe
VP: Finance, a full time WLUSU staff member
and two other WLUSU board members who
vote on the project. The VP: University Affairs
will sit on the board as a non-voting member.
Applications for project grants are available
in the WLUSU office. They are due by Tuesday.
November 2nd at 4:30 p.m. at the front desk of
the Union office.
However, applications are being considered
on a first come, first serve basis.
Undecided BOD
John Carlaw
The Students' Union convened a long meeting
Wednesday, October 6th at 5:30 p.m.
The Union spent considerable time trying to
formulate a collective opinion concerning the
University's attempts to hire a female psychol-
ogy professor to the exclusion of male candi-
dates. Alter some discussion, Dave Brydges put
forward a motion to adopt an official opinion
tliat the University's recruitment policy was
"overt and against our moral sense." However,
the motion was defeated 11-1 as other mem-
bers of the Union felt that more research was
needed into the issue. The Union had consult-
ed a collection of media articles, footage and
the University's media relations person before
considering the motion. The Union delegated
the job of research to the communications
committee and Academic Affairs Board.
In hiring notes, WLUSU has extended appli-
cations for tutorial services and some positions
within legal resources until Friday, October
22nd as there were not enough applications
received to fill all positions. Overall, however,
the Union received 1352 total applications for
positions in five of its departments and profit
centres - 933 of those were from first year stu-
dents.
The Union also approved the purchase of a
new digital camera at a cost of $1550. The rea-
son for the purchase, according to Kara Young,
VP: Marketing, is to increase photograph pro-
duction and acquire new photos for the new
WLUSU Web site. According to Young, "people
like pictures" and the Union would be able to
visually capture events like O-Week and
Homecoming better than they have in the past.
Cameron Ballantyne, VP: University Affairs,
reported on recent events from OUSA, the
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance that
lobbies the provincial government on student
issues. OUSA is planning to lobby the govern-
ment based on several principles and opinions,
including a commitment to shared funding of
universities and pushing for all qualified stu-
dents to be able to attend university, despite
financial situation. It is also hoped that OUSA
can push for tuition to become regulated,
undergraduate tuition levels to be capped and
Ontario government funding to be brought up
to the national average.
Ballantyne also reported on problems at
Laurier Place, the University's latest addition to
the residence system.
To lease or buy?
Kevin Ramzi Nasir
StudentPublications will soon purchase a new
top-of-the-line G4 Macintosh computer, a dis-
tribution cart, and $210 worth of cheese and
crackers, as discussed at the last WLUSP
Board Meeting.
Anthony Del Col, WLUSP
Vice President: Finance,
made the presentations
regarding the cart and com-
puter. The new computer is
required for the Cord, to
meet demand that insuffi-
cient older computers have
been supplying.
The new Macintosh G4
computer, available for pur-
chase a mere four weeks
ago, will have a 10 gigabyte
hard drive but not one ofthe
trendy new Macintosh screens.
To save money a standard screen will be
purchased and the Board held off passing the
decision, givingDel Col time to look in to lease
financing arrangements. Without financing,
the terminal is expected to cost about $3400.
WLUSP will
get a new
cart and a
computer
for the Cord.
According to Del Col, the G4 was chosen not
for its cool factor but because its "price is con-
sistent with the G3."
Del Col also voiced support for a motion to
acquire a $120 "duracart" to help distribute
Cords and move copies ofthe Keystone, WLU's
yearbook. The new cart
was requested by Maneesh
Sehdev, Cord Circulation
and FEe Manager, because
of the limited capacity of
the present cart. The
motion passed easily.
The $210 will be spent on
refreshments for the
October 20 meeting of
WLUSP volunteers to dis-
cuss the future of the
organization.
Author's comment: Prior
' to the meeting, Director
Krista Neher was unofficially elected as the
best-dressed-member in attendance. It was
agreed the award would be presented at
every subsequent meeting. The WLUSP Board
ofDirectors meets everyThursday at 5:30p.m.
in the Library Board Room.
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HAIR LOSS?
THINNING HAIR
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONFOR STUDENTS
NEW TREATMENT
The best time to invest in your hair loss problem was
yesterday, the next best time is today.
Versacchi's new THERAPUTIC TREATMENTS
achieve results for men and women with minimum to
r
j
Versacchi has helped clients worldwide and offer the
area's only ELECTOTRICHOGENESIS Treatments, gj||JB
developed by Doctor J. Orpin from the Biomedic Ojf'%' '
Institute, with an amazing success rate of 96.7%
THICKER, FULLER, HEALTHIER HAIR does make JP§j
a difference. Invest in your appearance today. The jflSil
sooner you start the faster you will see results. IB
Please call us today to schedule your confiden- fIHjfIHJHBHHB
tial complimentary consultation... 576-7228
VERSAcrm w—
HAIR AND SCALP SPECIALISTS |
'
Medical Building, gio King StreetWv Kitchener '_
"
. Monday to Friday 12-6 p.m., by appointment only. —■
GoodLife fitness-top clubs in the world
20™ ANNIVERSARY
STUDENT SPECIAL "*«
. -vi
M K demonstrates
, W K 'PUNCH' Top-selling
/r| mm V Bk martial arts-boxing
Bft w Hand fitness class
«lj M B
_
BBS MB V ■ • Top fitness classesFOR I I ,n the world!
GoodLife m 747 1044m l4O c°|umbia st- w-
Go world class! Get the best... Join GoodLife today!
. Maureen "Mo" Hagan was selected the Top Fitness Director in the World by the International Dance & Exercise Association covering 80 countries worldwide*
GoodLife Fitness is also the.first and only fitness club to Win the Outstanding Business Achievement Award from the Chamber of Commerce • Picked "Best Club
in Canada" by the world's most prestigious fitness club consulting company. Club Management Services of the United States • More equipment por member
than any. club! • Your membership is good at almost 50 clubs in Ontario •Established for 20 years • More resources for you because we have more physical
education graduates, kinesiology and fitness specialists working for your needs at GoodLife than any other fitness company in the world • On top of all that,
we're a very comfortable, very affordable club - You can lose weight, shape up, look good and feel great!
Time limitedoffer. Other fees and some restrictions may apply Other memberships available.
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Opinion
Native Genocide
As much as I love living here and Lhe stan-
dard benefits thus conferred upon me, I find
my conscience riddled by one simple fact:
I'm on stolen land.
My sensitivities are further strained
when I consider that as a matter offact; the
whole damn hemisphere is stolen!
That's right; if you're of European
descent like me (for the most part) you can
be assured that someone near the roots of
your family tree played an integral role in
the greatest heist in the history of
humankind. I'm assuming, ofcourse, that if
you can read this than you understand that
when the British and the Spanish and the
French made their landing in the Americas,
this country [the Americas] was no more
uninhabited than it was a route to China.
What they found were entire civiliza-
tions based on centuries of social, spiritual
and political development. The natives had
a wealth of artistic and architectural
knowledge evidenced by the remnants of
indigenous structures and artifacts
throughout what we call Latin America.
And they possessed an understanding of
human existence that transcended the
material realm. I mean to say that they
knew more about life than money...
I guess it's not so much that the land I
live on is stolen that bothers me, as it is the
murder - never mind the rape and degra-
dation - that went along with the whole
"conquest" thing. I mean I'm no mathe-
matician, but if there were millions of
natives living across the Americas five cen-
turies ago, their population should have
grown to represent a substantial and visible
portion of the population of the entire hemi-
sphere. But where are they?
...like I said; they're dead. That is, where
the 'benefits' of their native status don't
have them impoverished and ashamed on
some reserve on the outskirts of our pseu-
do-'civilized' society.
Oh yeah, I forgot to mention the aborig-
inal populations that haven't been extermi-
nated inLatin America, 'cause there they're
fighting to survive - see Chiapas.
The whole
damn
hemisphere is
stolen!
In Mexico, their lands have been exploit-
ed by the government and their status in
society relegated to a position of third-class
citizenry; below the poor, they're the 'native
poor'. In Colombia natives are frequently
targeted for random executions by the mil-
itary, paralleling the standard in
Guatemala.
Here in Canada, we practice pretty
much the same things...short of the execu-
tions, that is. Don't forget, Oka was over
some presumably European 'entrepreneur'
wanting to put a golf course on sacred bur-
ial grounds. And last summer, working for
some authoritarian asshole (yes, he was
European) on a farm in rural Ontario it was
not out of the ordinary for us to turn up
arrow heads from Indians who, for lack of
a better word, 'owned' and hunted those
lands not so long ago.
And what of the young teenager 1 met
last summer in Manitoba who tried desper-
ately to earn my approval by convincing me
'.hat he was of Spanish descent, when his
native heritage was as obvious as it was
beautiful?
Where native societies haven't been
exterminated they are, for all intents and
purposes, dead. The once proud heritage is
now only a shell of its former self, effective-
ly drained by half-a-millenium ofdegenera-
tion.
So why did we murder these impressive
civilizations instead of finding a peaceful
coexistence. Was it guilt? Did we prefer to
eradicate natives than look other human
beings in the eyes knowing the injustice we
had levied upon them. Was it greed? Did we
believe there wasn't enough space for the
both of us. Or was itjustracism? Did we just
feel we had the right to steal the land
because Europeans are inherently superior
over all other races on earth....
....actually, it's a case of all three.
Chris Pearce
International Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect thoseof The Cord Staff, the edi-
torial board, or WLUSP.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THANKS
FOR THE
PROPS!
Dear Editorial board,
On behalfofstudents, staffand faculty ofthe
Brantford Campus we want to thank you for
providing front page coverage of our
Opening Ceremonies of October 1. Many of
the speakers at these ceremonies com-
mented on the importance of the Laurier
Brantford Campu to the Qty of Brantford
and to Wilfrid Laurier University.
Unfortunately, The Expositor didn't see it
that way as they reported on our Opening
on page 6 of the paper the next day,
although they did write a positive editorial
for that issue.
As President Rosehart stated, the open-
ing ofthe Brantford Campus is a bold move
for Laurier, one that could reshape the uni-
versity for years to come. Perhaps a Cord
writer could visit the campus some day and
provied a more in-depth story I'or a future
issue of our venerable student newspaper.
Dr. Arthur Read
Acting (still!) Dean of the Brantford
Campus
10,000
REASONS
NOT TO
DRINK
UNDERAGE
Dear Editor,
If' 1 had enough room in this article, or il i
knew everyone that goes to Laurier, I would
(Continued on Page 7)
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name them. Those 10,000 reasons
are the people that go to Laurier that
would not be in the best of moods if
the Turret, Wilfs or the Grad House
were to be shut down. Ifyou caused
this to happen, I'm sure you'd meet
most ofthem in the near future.
If you haven't guessed already, I
was caught drinking at the Turret
underage. I am an underage mem-
ber of the first year class; well, at
least for a little while longer. This
year, almost 50% of frosh entering
Laurier and many other campuses
across Ontario were underage. That
is the main reason why campus
clubs and bars allow everyone into
them, of-age or not. They are there
for everyone attending Laurier to
have a good time. But, There are
some people who just can't or won't
follow this rule and try to cheat the
system.
I was one of those people. I
entered the Turret underage after I
had been drinking at my apartment
and continued to drink even though I
was banded. When I was caught, I
tried a spur of the moment plan to
try and get myself out of trouble, I
used one of my friends' drivers
licenses to try and convince the staff
that I was of age. They bought it, and
I thought I was home free, but I'd for-
gotten my student ID in the box. One
stupid night cost me a $125 ticket, a
one-year from my nineteenth birth-
day ban from campus bars or func-
tions that serve alcohol and the writ-
ing of this letter to the Cord. But this
is still minimal punishment com-
pared to what I could have received.
I could have been charged with
fraud, obstruction of justice, and a
long list of other things I didn't even
know existed. So what I'm here to tell
you is it's not worth it to drink under-
age at a campus bar. The conse-
quences were laid out during frosh
week, and guess what? They weren't
idle threats.
More importantly however, I'm
here to tell you about the conse-
quences that the bars face if some-
one is caught drinking underage at a
bar. Laurier s bars are taking a big
chance allowing underage patrons to
come into their bar. If someone
underage drinks in the bar and is
caught on his way in or out ofthe bar
by a Liquor Inspector, the bar and
the university face the worst conse-
quences. For one, the university
loses its liquor license and that will
cause all the bars on campus to close
down because they can no longer
serve drinks. It costs people their
part-time jobs during university, the
owner or managers no longer have a
business to run and Laurier students
no longer have any campus bars to
drink at or enjoy themselves. This
could also cause other universities to
stop allowing underage people into
their bars, or to at least take a more
cautious approach.
Hey, as a manager of the Turret
so wisely put it, "You'd have about
10,000 new friends on campus all
waiting to make your acquaintance!"
Matthew Scace
Lend Me Your Ear
Thoughts On
By-Elections
W. A. Ferris
On Wednesday the 20th of October,
the students of Laurier will be going
to the polls in a special by-election to
fill two vacancies on the WLUSU
Board of Directors. As this by-elec-
tion isvery important, I'll share a few
thoughts of mine on some issues.
Before I continue, allow me to state
that 1 served on
the Board of
Directors during
the 98-99 school
year. While I don't
think this biases
my comments, I'll
leave such a
judgement up to
you.
Currently, the
Union is very good
at doing what it
does. The success
of the recent 0-
Week is testimony both to the high
quality of volunteers and the ability
of the Union to pull off major events.
However, the Union can and should
do more.
For example, when was the last
time the Union used its proven abili-
ty to put on first-class events to bring
in a theatre group or a prominent
opera singer? Why doesn't the Union
sponsor student artists and help pro-
mote showings oftheir works? Such
events may appeal to a segment of
Look for
candidates
willing to
challenge
the status
quo.
the student population for whom the
Union does not currently appeal to.
Right now, the Union does an
excellent job at putting on events
that appeal to a segment of the stu-
dent population. However, all stu-
dents are members of the Union,
and since the Union is more than
willing to accept student fees from all
students, it has a responsibility to put
on enough events to ensure that the
interests of every student are satis-
fied.
As well, the Union does a poor job
ofrepresenting student s interests to
the University
administration.
More can be done
to ensure that our
voice is heard loud
and clear by Dr.
Bob and company.
What is needed is
not only a willing-
ness to stand up
for students on
certain funda-
mental issues, but
also to be able to
propose to the administration clear
alternatives that meet the desires of
both students and the administra-
tion.
This is why the Board of
Directors is so important. It alone
has the power to generate the sort of
real, lasting, and effective change
that I've outlined above.
Look for those candidates who
are willing to challenge the status
quo. I know that I won't even consid-
er voting for someone who isn't will-
ing to stand up for change.
Pigeonholes
Are For The
Birds
Fast Food
Timothy Mark Phillips
Mypolitics professor doesn't seem to
know (or care) that there are busi-
ness majors in his class. He does lit-
tle to hide his disdain for the faculty
and students who congregate in that
Temple of Lost Souls - The Peter's
Building.
From his perspective, the entire
business program is an evil mono-
lith, built around the Conradian
(that is, Conrad Black) principles of
intolerance and greed. A Laurier
Business School alum would much
rather kick a homeless person than
spare him or her some change.
Okay, so I'm putting words in his
mouth. It's just so easy to perpetuate
stereotypes (especially at this
school).
It must be difficult for a middle-
aged professor to differentiate
between students who have no
diversity of expression. Everyone
has one of those black carrying
bags, which is worn on top ofhis or
her white Tommy shirt, which is
tucked into a pair of loose beige
khakis. The boys all gel their hair in
the exact same Ricky Martin fashion
or cover their heads with red
Yankees caps.
This mass conformity ofappear-
It's just SO
easy to
perpetuate
stereotypes,
especially
at Laurier.
ance is reminiscent of the Grade
Nine Pearl Jam T-shirt Craze. This
conformity also creates a climate
where differences are frowned upon
and stereotypes are accepted and
even expected.
I, for instance, could easily state
that my politics prof is a relic from
the Sixties, a left-over hippie who
took one too many hits from the
bong and now is cursed with the
screeching voice of Grace Slick
singing "White Rabbit" repeatedly,
over and over again, inside his
throbbing head. But such a state-
ment would be unfair and inevitably
flawed. The song could be "Purple
Haze".
1 could also state that the arts
programs at Laurier are populated
with two types of people - intelligent
people and dumb people.
The intelligent arts student tends
to be cynical and bitter, regretting
the fact that he/she attended the
deceptively romantic-sounding
Laurier instead of amassing a
greater range of experience in more
exciting cities such as Montreal or
Toronto.
The dumb arts student, on the
other hand, is much more amiable
and never misses an episode of
Dawson's Creek.
But, once again, such simplistic
assessments would be unfair and
inaccurate. And who am I - a right-
wing, Financial Post-reading, Mike
Harris-boosting, materialistic, elitist,
conformist, homophobic, intolerant,
unsympathetic, business student - to
make such judgements?
...But I Digress
Saddam,
Preston and
the Red
Menace
Michael Berry
Perception is a funny thing.
Recently, whileruminating over a
deep bottle of Johnnie Walker, a
friend of mine and I got into an inter-
esting conversation. Wandering as
the talk was, I took several things
away from it. A hangover and con-
firmed belief that one shouldn't
judge something
from a singular
view.
The topic was
the Middle East,
primarily Iraq and
the ongoing tribu-
lations there.
We've all head the
stories, from
CNN's endless cov-
erage of the Gulf
War to the daily
side-story con-
cerning some new snit with the
Americans, And no doubt every time
one of us hears these stories we
think its just another case of those
crazy Iraqis offto it again. And there-
in lies the problem.
It's a regular practice really
Making monsters out of the 'enemy'.
Be it 'Charlie' or the 'Red Menace', t
seems to help people sleep better at
night. But the problem is that it's just
not true. Not for every Iraqi at least.
We in the
West have
the luxury
of taking
liberty for
granted.
We in the West have the luxury of
taking liberty for granted. Enough
generations have passed (for males
at leastO with people being born into
freedom for us to think "Gee if
Muhammad doesn't like it, he does-
n't have to support Hussein; he can
picket or hold a sit-in or something."
Now, while I doubt most Iraqis
are card-carrying Ba'athi or any-
thing, they're still forced to at leas
shut up about any dislikes. It's not
your life you're concerned about
(people are apparently willing to lay
their lives down for the cause), its
your families and your friends.
Would any of you be able to make
that choice? Bring down the wrath
of the government on innocent peo-
pie? It's difficult to
think about
because we don't
have anything to
relate it to. The
closest thing in
Canada being, if
say Preston
Manning ever
became the Prime
Minister and we
were all subject to
his tyrannical
whims. But now
that's a whole other story.
. Now I'm not defending the Iraqi
government. Saddam and his
cronies are a loathsome bunch. But
just because his government is bad,
try not to consider all Iraqi people
the same. They're just in a terrible
position and can't do anything about
it.
Charles Peguy put it best when
he wrote, 'Tyranny is always better
organized than freedom."
The Cord Weekly Thursday, October 14, 1999 Opinion
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STUDENT CODE of CONDUCT
and Discipline
Introduction and statement on discipline and conduct in non-academic area approved by the Board of Governors on
January 30, 1996. Statement on academic and research misconduct approved by Senate on November 16, 1995.
General
Members of the Laurier community enjoy the freedom to pursue their intellectual and personal interests without interference, provided that their
actions do not limit the rights of other members of the University or the community in which it is situated. The objects of the University are the
pursuit of learning through scholarship, teaching, and research within a spirit of free enquiry and expression. The University recognizes academic
freedom and the right to peaceful protest, acknowledging that the common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge, and its free
expression. To this end, Wilfrid Laurier University requires that students conduct themselves in accordance with the laws of the Country Province,
Region, and Municipality as well as the policies of the University. Academic dishonesty, fraud, wilful misconduct and failure to respect the rights of
others are all offences under this Code.
In the case of allegations of either academic or non-academic offences, the President has delegated to the Deans and to the Vice-Presidents of the
University the authority to impose interim or permanent discipline. The Deans and Vice Presidents will establish committees to hear such
allegations, unless the situation requires immediate response. These committees will have appropriate student representation. Nevertheless, any
student has the right to be heard by a Dean or Vice-President alone.
If the impugned conduct is, in the recommendation of the Dean or Vice-President, deserving of suspension or expulsion, the President shall make
the decision. Disciplinary decisions of the Deans (including those of the Dean's Advisory Council) and the Vice-Presidents may be appealed to the
President, whose decision shall be final. Decisions of the President to suspend a student for more than a semester, or to expel a student, may be
appealed to the Executive and Governance Committee of the Board of Governors, whose decision shall be final.
Students should refer to Disciplinary Procedures available from Deans' off ices and the University Secretariat.
—» ACADEMIC and RESEARCH MISCONDUCT «■»»
Academic misconduct is an act by a student, or by students working on a "
team project, which may result in a false evaluation of the student(s), or which j) plagiarism, which is the unacknowledged presentation, in
represents a deliberate attempt to unfairly gain an academic advantage. whole or in part, of the work of others as one's own, whether in
Academic misconduct includes, but is not limited to, the following acts which written, oral or other form, in an examination, report,
are presented as examples or a guide since not every possible circumstance assignment, thesis or dissertation
can be anticipated:
ii) cheating, which involves in using,, giving, receiving, or the
;
attempt to use, give or receive unauthorized information during
an examination in oral, written or other form; or, copying an
essay, examination or report, or allowing someone else to copy
one's essay, examination or report
iii) submitting the same piece of work, or a significant part
thereof, for more than one course without the permission of the
instructors involved in each course; or, submitting an essay or
other work which has been submitted elsewhere, previously or
at the same time, without the written permission of all-academ-
:. • I':"-'"-'- ic units or institutions involved in the submissions
iv) impersonating another person in an examination or test
If!v)buying or otherwise obtaining term papers or assignments
for submission of another person's work as one's own for
&2Z:;y. ? ::: • evaluation
* t- - ■ vi) falsifying, misrepresenting or forging an academic record or
supporting document
Research Misconduct includes, but is not limited to, the following types of behaviour:
i) the failure to recognize by due acknowledgement the substantive contributions of others, or the use of unpublished work of other
researchers without permission, or the use of archival material in violation of the rules of the archival source;
ii) the fabrication or falsification of research data material, or making a purported statement of fact or reference to a source which has been
concocted;
iii) the wilful violation of Senate policies, or material failure to comply with Senate policies, as they apply to research ethics, or to the use of
computers, human subjects or animals.
Notes:
1. Research misconduct does not include those factors intrinsic to the process of academic research, such as honest error, conflicting data,
adherence to scholarly or research advice given by faculty, or a difference in interpretation or judgement of data or of experimental design.
2. Students who are uncertain whether a course of action might constitute academic or research misconduct should consult, in advance, the
instructors or supervisors who might be involved, or their Faculty Dean.
Sanctions
Sanctions are levied by the University and their severity is determined in relation to the degree
- of academic or research dishonesty committed or attempted, to the intention to commit
i"-.- dishonest acts, or to the degree to which an individual has been a party to attempted or
pllllpt committed acts of dishonesty. Penalties may include, but are not limited to, the following:
% • y
• A requirement to repeat the assignment, examination or course
"
• Failure on the assignment, course, examination, thesis or dissertation
• Suspension from the program or from the University for a designated period of time
f|l • Expulsion from the program or from the University
• Cancellation or revocation of the degree or diploma, where the offence pertains to the
eligibility, to receive such a degree or diploma, whether discovered before or after the
degree or diploma is awarded
• Inclusion of a statement in the student's transcript pertaining to the suspension or
expulsion or to the cancellation or revocation of the degree
Complete procedures for investigating allegations of academic or research misconduct are
available in Deans'offices and the Office of the Registrar.
DISCIPLINE and CONDUCT in NONACADEMIC AREAS
By enrolling in Wilfrid Laurier University, the student accepts its policies and regulations and acknowledges the right of the University to take
disciplinary action. Such disciplinary action shall be reasonable and commensurate with the seriousness of the violations and in accordance with
the principles of this Code and natural justice. The University reserves the right to discipline the student (including but not limited to, termination of
its relationships with the student) on an interim (emergency) or permanent basis for conduct which is detrimental to the objects of the University.
Wilfrid Laurier University is properly not concerned with the way students conduct their personal lives, provided their actions do not infringe the
rights of others within the University community or the general community comprised of its city neighbours and neighbouring institutions. The
University is properly concerned with the behaviour of members of the Laurier community (such as representative teams or delegations) at events
off campus either sanctioned by the University or associated with the University. Further, this Code specifically prohibits participation in
disturbances such as unlawful street parties which infringe the rights of the University's neighbours, and adversely affect its relations with the
community in which it is situated.
In proper cases the University may bring disciplinary action against a student notwithstanding and in addition to criminal prosecution or civil action.
However, subject to any disciplinary decision and as far as circumstances allow, a student who has been charged or convicted of a criminal offence
shall be allowed to pursue his or her studies.
Behaviour of guests on campus and at University events is the responsibility of the students who have invited them.
The offences in items 1-9 below will normally be channelled to the Dean's Advisory Council, which (under the authority of the Dean of Students)
may impose penalties for improper conduct. However, in addition to the penalty which may be imposed by the Dean s Advisory Council, further or
additional interim or permanent discipline may be imposed by the University, including, but not limited to, the withholding of grades and transcripts,
suspension or expulsion from the University, requiring the payment of damages, or such other penalty as the University deems appropriate.
Although all possible acts of misconduct cannot be identified and the following list is not exhaustive, a student may be disciplined by the University
for the following acts:
1.) Unlawful use of alcoholic beverages. Students are required to adhere to the provincial laws and the policies of the University governing
the possession and/or consumption of alcoholic beverages.
2.) Violence or abusive conduct of any nature, including but not limited to:
a) physically abusing another person, threatening or causing any other person to fear physical abuse.
b) creating a condition which endangers or threatens the health, safety or well being of others.
c) assaulting another person sexually or threatening any other person with sexual assault.
3.) Violations of the Ontario Human Rights Code, discrimination or harassment of any kind, including, but not limited to, sexual harassment,
harassment based on race, religion, colour, gender, age. disability, ethnicity, national origin or sexual orientation.
4.) Obstruction or disruption of Universitv activities or services. University activities and services include but are not limited to teaching,
research, administration, studying, student events, meetings and public services.
5.) Theft, illegal possession, damage and destruction of property, including but not limited to:
a) knowingly taking, destroying, or damaging premises of the University, or any property not the persons own.
b) defacing the inside or outside of any building or property of the University.
c) possession of property appropriated without authorization or possession of property that is not the persons own.
6.) Trafficking of drugs. Although the use of drugs is not condoned by the University, students wishing assistance because of drug use or for
any other reason may consult with Counselling Services in absolute confidentiality.
7.) Tampering with fire equipment.
8.) Stealing of any sort.
9.) Storage, possession, or discharge of firearms or explosives, except where allowed by University regulation.
T'he (Dean's 'Advisory
As a Laurier student, it is 112 /%/] if ou bave *he r '^ht and y° u
your responsibility to be JwV ww are encoura9e d to read
aware of your rights and the summary of
Student Rights and QUsjronsiSiCities at I This documentation is
co
e
unciMDAc, ™Tl WiCfrtfLaurier University J J^Ta*
fewminutes to read am-4.30 pm Monday-Friday
through this brochure to
learn that and other information on judicial procedures, possible 4. Your meeting with the DAC will be held in an informal manner,
sanctions and the appeal process. You can also find this information in conducted by the chair or vice-chair of the DAC, who is not bound to
the 1998-2000 Laurier Academic Calendar and on the Laurier web page follow strict legal procedures. It is mandatory that you attend this
at httpAwww.wlu.ca meeting. Procedural defects will not invalidate the case unless there has
been a substantial wrong or denial of natural justice.
MISSION
Wilfrid Laurier University strives to be a diverse, personal and supportive At the beginning of the meeting, you will be read the allegation and have
community. It is devoted to learning, research, scholarship,creativity, the opportunity to respond to it. The council members may ask you
professional expertise and personal development in a student-centered questions to ascertain or clarify details regarding the incident. At the
environment. In order to accomplish this mission, students are responsible conclusion of questioning you will be asked to make a final statement
to conduct themselves so as to leave the objectives of the University before leaving the meeting. If you have chosen to include witnesses (see
unobstructed below) the DAC will hear their evidence. The council will deliberate, the
decision will be recorded and reasoning will be documented. You may
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL pick up the decision from the Dean of Student's Office on the Monday
The Dean's Advisory Council (DAC) examines the rights, freedoms
a*ter our meet'n 9-
and responsibilities of students within the Laurier community and acts as li , ~ .. ..
„
a nrimarv court to hoar and adiudicate cases relatina to non-academic lf y° u are found res P onsible for violating the non-academic code ofp i y e r j i l i g sanction. Examples of sanctions include, but
offences committed by students of our University. 4 t K3 are not limited to the following:
In order to do this, the DAC may interpret formal and informal policy of the ... (
university; mediate disputes arising from policy disagreement; and
# uspension o pnvi eges
investigate matters felt to be in the interest of students.
* estitution o os or so en prope y
• Community or University Service
Eight student members, responsible for making decisions and
# Disciplinary Probation
recommendations regarding any disciplinary offence, are selected to sit * Letters or Apology
on the council. Five members are required for a voting quorum on any
* Referral to counselling
decision or recommendation. • Completion of an educational project
• Letters to "The Cord"
The value of peer review, or having students hear other students' 9 Alcohol and Drug Education
cases, is an advantage to most university students. The council does not ® Recommendation for Suspension
exist solely to punish students for their transgressions, but to interpret * Recommendation for Expulsion
cases as peers, address behavioral problems in an effective manner, # Monetary Fines
uphold respect for campus governance, promote student growth, and
protect the rights of the all students.
Sanctions may be combined or reduced depending on the level of
Non-academic disciplinary offenses heard by the Dean's Advisorv misconduct. The DAC has the right and responsibility to notify the
Council include but are not limited to the following:
'
appropriate authorities if the case shows violations of a more serious
nature.
• Unlawful use of alcohol
• Assault, threatening or abusive conduct Students who receive a sanction from the DAC will have a hold placed
• Violations of the Ontario Human Rights Code on their University account which will only be removed once the sanction
• Disorderly conduct has been completed in full.
• Theft, destruction, or defacing of University property including
fire equipment WITNESSES
• Obstruction or disruption of university activities or services You have the right to request that witnesses be invited to speak to the
• Trafficking of drugs DAC °n y°ur behalf. It is your responsibility to provide the names and
• Unauthorized possession of dangerous weapons contact numbers of any witnesses who wish to support your position. This
• Identification falsification should be done immediately upon receiving notification of your meeting
J with the DAC to ensure that a longer meeting time can be scheduled to
HEARING PROCEDURE hear an V additional testimony.
1. Any person may approach the Dean or Associate Dean of Students APPEALS
to note that a violation has taken place. This may be done personally or You have the right to appeal a decision made by the DAC only if you
by sending a written complaint to the Dean of Students' Office. Notices can demonstrate a lack of fairness in the procedure or if there is
of violations are also forwarded to the DAC by Wilfrid Laurier University's significant new evidence that may alter the case and thus the decision
Security Services. made. Severity of a decision is not sufficient grounds for appeal. If you
choose to appeal the decision, a Notice of Appeal form must be obtained,
2. The Chair or Vice-Chair of the DAC shall review the complaint and completed and returned to the Dean of Students Office. This should be
determine if the complaint constitutes a violation of the code of conduct. done within 7 days after receiving the decision. All appeals will be heard
If the complaint does not constitute a violation of the Code of Conduct, by the Dean of Students.
then the acting chair may take whatever action he or she deems
appropriate to the circumstances and inform the complainant of a A NOTE FROM THE DEANS ADVISORY COUNCIL. . . .
decision. The existence of a student judicial system such as the DAC symbolizes
the importance of student representation in the Laurier community. The
3. If a complaint that is lodged against you is deemed to represent a council is composed of students who are genuinely interested in the
violation of the Code of Conduct, you will be notified by an electronic mail welfare and integrity of the university and its population Just as different
message and a telephone call within 48 working hours of the complaint disciplines are focused on academic development, the DAC is concerned
being submitted. The notice will indicate the nature of the complaint, the with fostering the ethical development and personal accountability of
offense alleged, and the time, date and location for you to address and students. The university, in conjunction with the DAC, encourage that you
respond to the allegations made against you. take advantage of the protective learning environment that Laurier
Once the notice has been delivered to you, you must reply (within 24 provides by adhering to the rights and responsibilities that are expected
hours) to the Dean of Students' Office to select whether you would like to of you.
be heard by the Dean of Students directly or meet with the DAC. If a
written or verbal reply is not received, the complaint will be channeled
through the DAC.
______ ==
'
__=n
If you opt to meet directly with the Dean of Students, you must make an For more information about the Dean's Advisory Council at Wilfrid
appointment to do so within one week of your receipt of the notice. If you Laurier Universltyi , ease ca|, (519) 884. 0710 Extension 3318
choose to be heard by the DAC you must appear at the given time unless =A
you have valid reason to change the appointment.
Harrassment/Discrimination Policy
Preamble
Wilfrid Laurier University is devoted to learning, research, scholarship, creativity, professional expertise, and personal development in a student-centred
environment. The University is committed to providing an environment for study, teaching, research work, and recreation for all members of the University
community that is supportive of professional and personal development and free from all forms of harassment and/or discrimination outlined in the Ontario
Human Rights Code as follows:
Section 5.1: Every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to employment without discrimination because of race, ancestry, place of origin,
colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offenses, marital status, family status or handicap.
Section 5.2: Every person who is an employee has a right to freedom from harassment in the workplace by the employer or agent of the employer or by
another employee because of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, age, record of offenses, marital status, family status or
handicap.
Section 7.2: Every person who is an employee has a right to freedom from harassment in the workplace because of sex by his or her employer or agent of the
employer or by another employee.
Section 7.3: Every person has a right to be free from,
(a) a sexual solicitation or advance made by a person in a position to confer, grant or deny a benefit or advancement to the person where the
person making the solicitation or advance knows or ought reasonably to know that it is unwelcome; or
(b) a reprisal or a threat of reprisal for the rejection of a sexual solicitation or advance where the reprisal is made or threatened by a person in a
position to confer, grant or deny a benefit or advancement to the person.
Ground Covered
This policy covers the following area whether the harrassment and/or discrimination is overt (direct), indirect (differential treament), because of
association, or systemic.
Harassment:
One of a series of vexatious comments or conduct related to one or more of the prohibited grounds (Human Rights Code Sections 5.1, 5.2, 7.2, 7.3.a and
7.3.b) that is known or might reasonably be known to be unwelcome/unwanted, offensive, intimidating, hostile or inappropriate. Examples include but are not
limited to gestures, remarks, jokes, taunting, innuendo, display of offensive materials, offensive graffiti, threats, verbal or physical assault, imposition of academic
penalties, hazing, stalking, shunning or exclusion related to the prohibited grounds.
Sexual Harassment:
One or a series of comments or conduct of a gender-related or sexual nature that is known or might reasonably be known to be unwelcome/unwanted,
offensive, intimidating, hostile or inappropriate. This includes but is not limited to sexual assault, verbal abuse or threats, unwelcome sexual invitations or
requests, demands for sexual favours, or unwelcome and repeated innuendos or taunting about a person's body, appearance or sexual orientation, when:
a) submission to or rejection of such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment, academic status or
academic accreditation; or
b) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for employment, or for academic performance, status or
accreditation decisions affecting such individual; or
c) such conduct interferes with an individual's work or academic performance; or
d) such conduct creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive working or academic environment.
Discrimination:
Action(s) or behaviour(s) that result in the unfavourable or adverse treatment or preferential treatment related to the prohibited grounds. Examples include any
differential treatment. Common examples include but are not limited to refusal to provide goods, services or facilities, exclusion from employment or employment
benefits, refusal to work with or teach someone, failure to provide physical access.
Negative Environment:
One or a series of comments or conduct that creates a negative environment for individuals or groups and are related to the prohibited grounds. The comments
or conduct must be of a significant nature or degree and have the effect of "poisoning" the work or study environment. A complainant does not have to be a direct
target to be adversely affected by a negative environment. It includes conduct or comments that create and maintain an offensive, hostile, or intimidating climate
for study or work. Examples include but are not limited to exposure to graffiti, signs, cartoons, remarks, exclusion, or adverse treatment related to one or more of
the prohibited grounds.
Systemic Harassment and/or Discrimination:
Policies, practices, procedures, actions or inactions that appear neutral, but have an adverse impact associated with one of the prohibited grounds. An example
might be institutions, structures, expectations, which although uniform in application, have the effect of limiting access to benefits or services to certain persons or
groups of people because of prohibited grounds such as physical disabilities, age, gender, or religion. Physical inaccessibility to classrooms and services would
be an example.
Complaint Procedures
Initiating the Complaint
Any person who is a member of the University community may seek the advice and support of the Harassment/ Discrimination Co-ordinator in order to clarify or
discuss possible situations which may or may not be harassment and/or discrimination.
Following the consultation with the Harassment/ Discrimination Co-ordinator, the complainant shall indicate whether he/she elects to:
a) take no further action; or
b) proceed to file a complaint;
If the complainant elects to file a complaint, the complainant shall make a written statement, and dated, of the circumstances of the alleged harassment, and
shall provide written authorization for the Harassment/Discrimination Co-ordinator to proceed with an informal resolution of the complaint.
Informal Resolution
Upon receipt of a written statement of complaint, the Harassment/ Discrimination Co-ordinator will provide the respondent with a written summary of the same,
and will invite the respondent to reply in writing. The Harassment/Discrimination Co-ordmator will discuss the complaint with both parties and attempt to resolve
the complaint fairly and acceptably to both parties.
If a fair and acceptable resolution is reached with the Harassment/Discrimination Co-ordinator both parties will sign a statement to that effect which will be filed
with the Harassment/Discrimination Co-ordinator. No further action on the complaint so resolved will be taken unless the parties fail to comply with the terms on
which the complaint is resolved.
Mediation
In the event that no informal resolution is reached, the complainant and the respondent have agreed to seek a resolution through mediation, an independent
mediator shall be selected by the Harassment/ Discrimination Co-ordinator from a list of mediators agreed to by the University and employee or student groups.
The mediator shall agree to complete the mediation within 20 working days of accepting the invitation to mediate the complaint.
Formal Investigation
Within 10 working days following the receipt of the request or recommendation for a Formal Investigation, the President shall appoint an investigator to report on
the complaint. The investigator shall not be the Harassment/Discrimiiiation Co-ordinator or the Vice-President: Academic. The University shall notifv the
student, employee, or employee group of the name of the investigator and the name of the employee or student who has made the complaint and/or the name of
the student and employee against whom the complaint has been made.
If you would like any addition information or have any questions, please contact Merilyn Jacobs, the Harassment/Discrimination Co-ordinator, at Extension: 2037.
This policy was approved bv the Board of Governors. September 1996.
WOULD WATCH
Pinochet to be Extradited
London, England
Former Chilean dictator Augusto;
Pinochet has been ruled eligible for
extradition to Spain by a British
Magistrate. General Pinochet will be
extradited based on 35 charges of
Torture and conspiracy to torture
during the last years of his military
rule. While die extradition is consid-
ered by many to be a victory for inter-
national human rights, die British
: decision is not a judgement of
Pinochets guilt. The issue before the
'courts has been whether he can be
extradited under the United Nations
Convention against Torture, which
passed at the UN in 1984, and adopt-
ed by Britain in 1988. Pinochet's
lawyers are expected to appeal this
ruling to the House ofLords; Britain's
highest court.
Russian forces invade
Chechnya
Gwztiy, Chechnya
Russian forces now control the north-
ern third of Chechnya and have
announced plans to install a govern-
ment there. According to a Chechen
prefect, 29 people were killed and 62
people were taken to hospital after a
Russian air attack on one village last
week. Sunday, Chechen leaders out-
lined a peace proposal that promised
ja crackdown on renegade warlords,
while stating that the sides should
observe the terms of their peace
agreement made earlier this decade.
Russia was not expected to accept the
agreement, and has said it may move
on to Grozny, the Chechen capital.
Russia blames warlords from
Chechnya for the bombing of apart-
ment buildings that killed almost 300
people in Russia earlier this year. A
Chechen official estimated that 475
Russian soldiers died during week-
end clashes.
East Timor watch
East Timor border
An Indonesian police officer was
killed in a clash with Australian UN
forces near the border of East Timor
Sunday. The Timor border is poorly
marked, and different maps of the
area have been blamed for the alter-
cation. Indonesian security forces
opened fire on the UN team, although
according to an Australian Major, an
Indonesian officer acknowledged the
team was still on the east side of the
border. In an October 9th incident, a
third pro-Jakarta militiaman was
killed by the UN force.
International
For gain... for shame
Jeffery Klaehn
Special To Cord International
In the wake of the latest atrocities in
East Timor, it bears remembering
that Canadian foreign policy toward
Indonesia had been, and continues
to be, both politically and economi-
cally opportunistic and not at ;IIJ con-
tingent upon human rights consider-
atioas.
Indonesia invaded East Timor in
1975, illegally annexed the territory
in 1976, and for the past 25 years
has been permitted to violate the
entire catalogue of war crimes and
crimes against humanity compiled
in international law.
Canada was the largest Western
investor in Indonesia at the time of
the invasion.
In May 1983, the Center for
Defense Information in Washington,
D.C. identified the; mortality rate in
occupied East Timor to be the high-
est death toll of the decade, second
only to Cambodia under Pol Pot.
I lowever in terms relative to the
size of the population, the blood
baths in East Timor were virtually
genocidal.
Even before the latest round of
terrorizing, Amnesty International
estimated that some 200,000 East
Timorese had perished as the result
of Indonesian aerial bombardments,
mass executions, induced starvation
and disease.
Under the leadership of General
Suharto, the Indonesian military is
alleged to have used chemical defo-
liants, military terror; pacification
and social engineering to consolidate
its occupation of East Timor.
These and other horrors are the
nightmarish legacy of Indonesia's
25-year illegal occupation of East
Timor.
Indonesia's invasion of East
Timor violated the same basic pro-
scriptions of the UN Charier as did
Iraq's 1990 invasion ofKuwait.
The two cases, while remarkably
comparable in this regard, elicited
vastly different responses from both
Canada and the international com-
munity.
In response to Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait, Canada went to war for the
first time in 40 years, and justified ils
actions with moral appeals to
Canadians' collective sense of com-
mon decency. Canada acted as it did,
wc were told, in the interests of
upholding democracy and interna-
tional law.
Following Indonesia's invasion of
East Timor, Canada could not bring
itself to support mildly worded UN
resolutions that expressed "grave
concern at the loss of life," rejected
"the claim that East Timor had been
integrated into Indonesia," and
called upon the Indonesian military
to "withdraw without delay."
Australia, currently portrayed as
East Timor's saviour, knew of
Indonesia's plans to invade East
Timor before the
invasion actually
took place.
Fo 11 owi n g
Indonesia's
annexation ofEast
Timor, Australia
began negotiating
with Indonesia for
joint oil explo-
ration and devel-
opment of the
Timor Sea oil
lields, known as
the Gap.
Australia granted its de jure
recognition of Inodnesia's annexa-
tion of East Timor at the UN in 1976,
abstained from the voting on the
"Question of East Timor" in 1976
and 1977, voted against all subse-
quent critical resolutions and
defended Indonesia at the UN on
Nov. 5,1979.
For over live decades Canada
refused to recognize the Soviet
annexation of the Baltic states, yet in
July 1976, a mere six months after
Indonesia had invaded East Timor,
and while Indonesia was illegal
occupation of East Timor, Canada
recognized Indonesia's annexation
Canada now
has an
opportunity
to help the
East
Timorese.
and considered incorporation to be a
fait accompli.
Before the Santa Cruz Massacre
of November 1991, most Canadians
had never even heard of Hast Timor
and most Canadians were largely
unaware of the plight of the Hast
Timorese. This despite the extensive
economic ties between Canada and
Indonesia.
In 1978, generally considered to
be the most brutal year of the near-
genocide in hast Timor, Canada's
self-declared national newspaper,
the Globe and Mail, published only
one article on hast Timor the entire
year.
Throughout the late 1970s and
early 1980s, successive Canadian
governments provided Indonesia
with strong diplomatic support at
the UN by repeatedly opposing anti-
Indonesian resolutions.
In 1980, the same year that
Canada voted against a UN resolu-
tion supporting self-determination
for Hast Timor, strongly endorsed a
similar resolution that called on for-
eign troops to immediately with-
draw from Afghanistan. Canada
also supported the right of the
Afghan people to self-determination
and provided $13 million in financial
aid for Afghan refugees.
In the late 1980s, while the gov-
ernment of Indonesia was carrying
out Operation Hradicate, then-exter-
nal affairs and
international
trade minister Joe
Clark stated that
he was "satisfied
that human rights
abuses had ended
in East Timor".
In September
1987, Canada
voted against put-
ting East Timor
back on the UN
Human Rights
Commission
agenda.
In the years since, Canada has
continued to facilitate increased
investment and trade in Indonesia
and has provided Indonesia with
hundreds of millions in Overseas
Development Assistance.
Canada's diplomatic courtship of
Indonesia Ls generally consistent
with its position on other interna-
tionally ostracized regimes, other
countries with long records of
human rights violations against their
own countries, and countries that
are engaged in "hostilities," such as
apartheid South Africa, Israel, Chile,
Mexico, Peru, Turkey, Zaire, Kenya,
Ecuador, Egypt, Guatemala,
Philippines, Bangladesh, and India.
Canada has awarded each of these
countries with Overseas
Development Assistance, pursued
the export of military products with
each, and authorized military export
permits allowing Canadian-made
military goods to be sold.
Indonesia has been able to
acquire the bulk of its military arse-
nal from other countries, predomi-
nantly the U.S., but Canada has
eagerly sought to profit in this
regard where it could.
In 1995 alone, the lean Chretien
government authorized $362.4 mil-
lion in military export permits to
Indonesia.
These included permits for
Canadian Marconi communications
technology, component parts for
British Rapier missiles, and compo-
nent parts for use in weapon sys-
tems to be rerouted to Indonesia
through the U.S.
Canada's willingness to authorize
military export permits to Indonesia
is incongruent with its own
Import/Export Act, which prohibits
the sale of Canadian-made military
goods to countries engaged in hostil-
ities and or to countries whose gov-
ernments have a persistent record of
serious violations of human rights.
In the linal four months of 1996,
the Chretien government approved
in excess of $32 million in military
export permits to Indonesia.
These export permits authorized
the sale ofarmoured personnel car-
riers, transport trucks, military air-
craft, helicopters, related compo-
nents and pails, as well as equip-
ment for military training.
Canadian military equipment
and component parts have also fre-
quendy been sold to Indonesia indi-
rectly, rerouted through third coun-
tries, and finally re-exported to
Indonesia.
Canada does not regularly
screen indirect military exports.
Military goods leaving Canada are
frequently classified as civilian, only
to be used in the production ofoffen-
sive military equipment elsewhere
prior to shipment to recipient coun-
tries. In the past, Canada has shown
great reluctance to criticize
Indonesians brutal human rights
record lor fear that this would nega-
tively effect bilateral trade.
As a member of the UN Security
Council, Canada now has an oppor-
tunity to help the East Timorese and
perhaps to atone for past policy deci-
sions that have valued profits more
than human lives.
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Understanding East Timor
Sean Geobey
Straddling the Indian and Pacific
oceans, situated next to among the
most commercially active shipping
lanes on the planet, and burdened by
a history of violence; turmoil in
Indonesia, the worlds fourth most
populous state, is not simply a
regional matter. While there has
been some progress towards democ-
ratization in this diverse country, the
barriers that stand to delimit that
process are numerous.
First, there is no tradition of dem-
ocratic rule in the country. Their first
president, Sukarno engaged in a
strong non-aligned Cold War policy
while aggressively pursuing local
territorial interests. When his rule
ended after a CIA-sponsored coup in
1965, General Suharto, the leader of
Indonesia's armed forces, came to
power. In the first few weeks of his
rule, a series of anti-Communist
purges killed more than a half-a-mil-
lion people. Quickly the new presi-
dent became infamous for his bru-
tality and corruption.
Second, the country is in eco-
nomic straits. Last year, in the wake
of a major regional currency crash,
the Rupiah had been devalued by
approximately 70%. Newly impov-
erished middle-class Indonesians,
formerly the base of his support,
quickly focused their anger on
Suharto. Soon the president relin-
quished control of the country, leav-
ing his vice-president and protege,
BJ Habibie, in
power.
Finally, there is
East Timor. Human
rights activists have
long tried to bring
East Timor into the
shere ofpolitical conciousness. While
largely unsuccessful at this endeav-
our, they have been effective in mak-
ing it enough of an issue that it's hin-
dered the development of closer eco-
nomic ties to the West. This, and the
instability caused by the province's
independence movement, were the
integral factors in Mr. Habibie's deci-
sion to call the referendum on inde-
pendence.
Since the vote, with 78% in
favour of independence, East Timor
has been reduced to anarchy. Its
capital, Dili, has been looted, emp-
tied, and razed. Pro-Indonesian
paramilitaries and Indonesian sol-
diers have forced more than 600 000
East Timorese out of their homes.
More than 100 000 are currently in
camps in West Timor, where soldiers
and gangs of paramilitaries continue
to harass them. It was into this envi-
ronment that the Australian-led
peacekeeping forces were deployed.
Although most East Timorese
welcome their arrival, the majority
of Indonesians are reacting in strong
opposition to this move. Routine
anti-UN protests in the streets of
Jakarta reflect the growing xeno-
phobic mood ofthe country. The UN
has now found its efforts decried by
the population of Indonesia as just
another facet of president Habibie's
unpopular rule.
In the last election for the
People's Consultative Assembly
East Timor has been
reduced to anarchy.
(MPR), Mr. Habibie's party, Golkar,
finished a surprising second, behind
a secular-nationalist party led by
Megawati Sukarnoputri, daughter of
former president Sukarno. Since no
party emerged with a clear majority,
the balance of power in the MPR is
now held by 38 members, who rep-
resent Indonesia's most powerful
political institution, the military.
The Indonesian armed forces are
currently led by General Wiranto.
Although the General has stated his
opposition to the use of military force
against East Timorese civilians, he
has been unable to stop rogue com-
manders from engaging in those
activities. Many soldiers are known
to be providing the militias with
knowledge as to the whereabouts of
independence leaders and the move-
ment of refugees. General Wiranto,
although condemning these actions,
Is known to be opposed to the inde-
pendence of East Timor.
All of this is making the situation
increasingly unstable. Prominent
members of Golkar are starting to
publicly oppose
Mr. Habibie. In
November, the
MPR is expected
to choose the
country's next
president, and
the main contender, Ms. Megawati,
has blamed the violence on the ref-
erendum. General Wiranto is also
expected to resign his post in
October, in all likelihood to cam-
paign for president. Both have been
playing on fears of the country's
political disintegration, as other
Indonesian provinces harbour
strong independence movements.
The UN has made an implicit
pact with the East Timorese people.
'If you are shackled, we will free you;
if you are attacked, we will protect
you.' Now is the time to see if their
word is their bond.
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[ft '™ HOMEGROWN COMICr COMPETITION
J|F n Thjs js THE COMEDY SHOW to see - bringing together
I flH| the FUNNIEST LOCAL TALENT!
Cheer on your favourites as they compete for a coveted trip
fIHV to the JUST FOR LAUGHS FESTIVAL
10 perform in front of all the HOLLYWOOD SCOUTS.
I ' It's the BIG BREAK of a lifetime! I
Bth Annual Business
Success for Women
m2SLConference & Trade Show
i Friday, November 12, 1999
N/ Waterloo Inn, 475 King St. N
Waterloo, ON
Catherine Swift, Chairwoman,
President and CEO,
Canadian Federation of Independent Business
For more information or to reserve, call Faith Loft at 742-4596
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF LINUX!
8~ OsborneMEDIA GROUPI Linux: Complete Reference (includes Red Hat 6.0!)
a ■ i ■ a student discounts!Available at....
Waterloo Computer Books
8A-150 University Ave.West Hours: Mon-Fri 10-9
Campus Court Plaza Sat 10-6
Phone: 746-6042 Sun 12-5
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Glasses or Contacts
Buy one complete pair of Glasses or Contact
lenses at regular price and get a second one
FREE
in store. Expires Nov.4/99
- 50°/o OFF
Frames
with complete purchase ofglasses*
Over 3000 Choices
"complete glasses include frame and lenses. _
f%,n Details in store. Expires Nov-4/99
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Student Life
Exam writing made easier
Yvonne Farah
The days seem to pass by so quickly.
One day you are moving into your
new place of residence for the next
eight months and the next you are
sitting in a desk writing your first
mid-term of the year. Whether this is
your first major university test or you
have been writing them for years,
the same feelings of dread and panic
can come up.
Obviously studying is the most
important thing a person can do to
ensure a good mark on a exam,
however, several skills applied dur-
ing the exam can
also help in doing
better on the test.
Reading the
directions is the
most important
step once you have
your test paper in
hand. Educators report that the fail-
ure to read and follow instructions is
the most common reason that stu-
dents do not pass examinations. The
directions should give you some
insight into what the instructor
wants, such as the marks given for
each question, the form your answer
should take and how much choice
you have.
Look over the entire exam before
you begin writing. Take the time to
jot down any key words or thoughts
that come to mind as you are scan-
ning the questions. Ifyou have choice
available, note for yourself which
questions you will do and which you
will omit. Also keep track how much
time you intend to spend on each
question, allowing five to ten minutes
at the end to review the exam.
You may want to begin with the
questions you can answer best.
While you are working on the
answers you do know, your memory
will also be searching for the materi-
al you have forgotten, and you may
find that you can answer some ofthe
other questions later in the exam.
Most classes will have a multiple
choice section on the test which may
be difficult for some people to do
properly. Here are some pointers to
try if you do not immediately know
what the correct answer in. First try
to eliminate any obviously implausi-
ble choices, then look out for degrees
Reading the
directions is the most
important step...
of correctness. If the answer is a
number, at least one number is like-
ly to be too large, one too small. If
one choice is specific and another
general, the general one may be the
one you want. Remember that all the
answers may be slightly correct and
you are looking for the one that the
professor believes to be the most cor-
rect. Look for familiar phrases you
may have heard in class.
In the case of essay questions
always make a briefoutline for your-
self before beginning your answer.
Present the main ideas of your
answer in your introduction, then
elaborate on these in the body of the
essay. Make sure to give examples of
your ideas to substantiate your posi-
tion. You may also want to use sub-
headings to help you stay organized
as well.
If you are running out time, stop
five or ten minutes before the end of
the exam and write as much infor-
mation as possible in point form.
Most professors will give you at least
part marks for showing that you
know what you should have includ-
ed, even ifyou could not elaborate on
the points. Always remember to give
yourself time to review the exam.
While writing the test try to avoid
panicking. If you have done a great
deal of memory work for an exam
and are concerned that you may for-
get it when you look at the paper,
write down key
words, definitions
and formulas In
short form before
you look at the
exam paper. Do
not spend more
than five minutes
doing this. Once you have this store-
house of information, you can pro-
ceed with more confidence.
If you really do not know an
answer to a question, you may want
to guess if there is no penalty. This
strategy is more effective on multiple
choice questions than essays, where
blufling is more obvious. In an essay
question just write what you do
know. If by accident you studied a
different subject matter than what is
being tested, look of questions that
overlap with the questions you are
able to answer. Make sure to write
the most organized, intellectual
answer with what information you
have and you will get partial marks.
All of the above mentioned tips
and much more can be found at the
Counselling Services here on cam-
pus. The information from these
documents are part of the Study
Skills program. If you are interested
in getting more information about
test taking and any other issue con-
cerning you stop by and pick up a
pamphlet or talk to someone there.
Any student will do well on an
exam if they stay clam, cool and col-
lected. Make sure to study properly;
that does not mean one hour the
night before, and you will do just
fine. Regardless of the outcome as
long as you walk out of that test feel-
ing that you tried your best, thenyou
did fine.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
All about relationships and more
Dharm Makwana
When I was given the assignment to write an
article on relationships, I thought to myself,
'how hard could it be'. After three days of
attempting to get a spin on it, it has become
clear relationships are more complicated than
I originally thought.
Thanksgiving weekend added to the confu-
sion even more. All of us found ourselves on
one side of the fence. One side is single and the
other in a relationship.
Along those lines some people who are in
seriously committed realtionships, may wish to
take the next step and get engaged. A single
friend ofthe lucky couple could have two reac-
tions to news like this. There is the postive
approach which goes something
like,"Congratulations", but you are thinking
are they nuts; they're so young. Or there is the
same response except you are thinking, 1 wish
I had someone to spend my life with.
Being in a solid relationship does have its
benefits and they show through during the hol-
idays, such as Thanksgiving.
Besides the obvious, there
are countless little benefits
that can come out of a rela-
tionship.
At the risk of sounding
sappy, taking the significant
other home for the long
weekend usually means
warm smiles from the rela-
tives and ifyour parents like
him/her, a lack of tears at the
dinner table. On a more seri-
ous note a relationship
around the holidays gives a
sense of security. Everything seems easier
becauso someone you care about is at your
side. Suddenly dealing with those little prob-
lems that inevetiably come up during the holi-
days can be dealt with more easily because you
have someone to share your - feelings with.
While in a relationship people have the ten-
dency to gauge themselves with their peers.
There are two sentiments that usually come
out of a comparison with another couple, the
positive and the negative. "Jack and Jill have
Relationships
can give a
sense of
security
around the
holidays.
such a wonderful relationship I wish we could
be like them" or "Jack and Jill have such a ter-
rible relationship I know that we are better
than them." Either way it is all the perspective
of the couple doing the comparing.
So there is one thing that always happens
whether you are single or not. You are bound
to compare your situation with someone else.
The single person will con-
tinue to mock couples with
certian bitter zeal and justi-
fy that being alone isn't that
bad. Or they could look at
those couples with longing
in their eyes and wish they
had a significant other. The
couples on the other hand,
will continue to look into one
another's eyes and realize
that this is certainly better
then being single was. No
more eating individual serv-
ings of mircowave Lean
Cuisine night in and night out.
Just be happy and don't worry about all
those little things. If you are single, enjoy it
because at some point you will be in a rela-
tionship.
For those of you in a relationship, relish it
and try not to take everything so seriously. 11
things are good continue to work at it.
If things are not where you wantthem to be
then do what you have to do. Either way do
what is best for you and enjoy your life.
LUKE
MARTYN
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Roll out the barrels of Bavarian fun
Holly Wagg
Beer + the chicken dance + polka
music = Wunderbar. It's that time of
year again in Kitchener-'Waterloo,
time for Oktoberfest.
Since the first festival in 1969,
Oktoberfest has made Kitchener-
Waterloo popular with university
students across the province.
Oktoberfest is a week long party ccn-
tred on the con-
sumption of beer.
Well not really,
but that is what
many people
think it Ls.
For many of
us, Oktoberfest Is the last week ofthe
semester to indulge in university
freedom before midterms and
papers hit with full force. It Ls one
last week for carefree partying. For
most university students,
Oktoberfest Ls an excuse to consume
alcohol in excessive quantities.
Oktoberfest is a nine-day festival
that begins on Thanksgiving week-
end.
It Ls the largest Bavarian festival
in North America, raising approxi-
mately $1.5 million dollars for not-
for-profit organizations in the K-YV
area.
For those who have never expe-
rienced Oktoberfest, there are 20
Festhallen open across the city. Most
ofthe tickets need to be purchased in
advance, so if you are just thinking
about attending, the majority of ven-
ues are sold out or may have a few
tickets remaining.
Oktoberfest is a crazy and fun
time, but for novice Oktoberfesters
here are a few tips:
Expect stumbling and
people being ill.
Wear shoes with rubber soles. ll'
you have ever tried to walk on a
cement lloor covered in an inch slick
of beer you will know that itLs impos-
sible. It Ls like walking on ice. Save
your tailbone and dignity by staying
upright.
like the smell of beer. That is,
beer in your hair, on your clothes
and in your shoes. Since most venues
pour draft, and don't give out glass
bottles, you will be covered in lots of
beer. Only it's not justyour beer, but
your neighbour's beer, your dance
partner's beer and halfofthe univer-
sity students' population beer, are
you getting the picture.
Learn the chicken dance.
Oktoberfest is a German event,
which means lots of live polka bands.
Ifyou know how to polka you are set.
If you do not, many university stu-
dents will attempt something that
oddly resembles a polka, jumping
from right leg to left leg in a jig like
manner while dancing in circles. Or
you will revert to the chicken dance.
If you do not know
the chicken dance,
get your friends to
teach it to you. You
will do the chicken
dance at least
seven times per
Oktoberfest event.
Regardless if you are a drinker or
not, when you go to a Festhallen,
expect to be bombarded with drunk-
en love. Oktoberfest seems to
encourage people to challenge their
alcohol tolerance levels.
Oktoberfesters attain an extreme
level of intoxication, yet somehow
maintain consciousness. Expect
stumbling, slurring and people being
ill.
Do not drive. Oktoberfest organ-
izers offer a great transportation net-
work across the city during the festi-
val. Take a shuttle bus to the event,
take the city bus, take a taxi or walk.
Have fun without endangering your
life or anyone else.
For WLU students the most pop-
ular night is Thursday student night
at the Aud (Kitchener Auditorium).
The venue holds approximately
2,000 people who pay a $7.00
entrance fee. Just a note that the
alcohol is not cheap. Expect to pay
$4.(X) to $G.(X) for a lOoz glass of
beer. Saturday Ls the most popular
night at the Festhallen across the
city.
Every venue promises to be
packed with a lot of spirit and
Bavarian fun.
Ifyou can only attended one night
of Oktoberfest I highly recommend
that you go this night.
KATHERINE
HARDING
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Mmm Drinks...
Ifyou get sick of drinking all of that beer this week here are some recipes
for cocktails you may want to toy. Enjoy.
Isla Grande Iced Tea
11/2oz. Dark Rum
3 oz. Pineapple Juice
Unsweetened, Brewed Iced Tea
Combine the alcohol in a tall glass with ice. Fill with iced tea.
Terminator /C
1part Bacardi 151Rum wV
1 part Blackberry Brandy
1part Cranberry Juice 112 l^j/1
Combine in a shot glass. \\
See you at the beach.
All Inclusive i
$3049.00 par person I
plus fax
Cabanas Del Sol
Varadero, Cuba
Feb. 21-28, 2000
RIRAVELCUIS
Student Union Building, 886-8228
I Westmount Place Shopping Centre I
I ph.tSWJ SS4-855S I
I has needed a joint like this! So we have built it I
I at the Westmount Place shopping Centre! I
I We have 2 floors, 4 satellites, I
I 50 TVs (in the booths and washrooms), I
I giant screen TVs, Billiard Tables, 2 Bowling Lanes, I
I NTN, and Amusement Machines. I
I Plus an out-of-this-wortd menu featuring pasta, I
I chicken, steaks, ribs, wings, fajitas and fresh baked pizza. I
I We also have a dance floor! I
I pon't tote* World Famous Monday's I
I Thursdays-Pitchers Night I
I and Weekends- Parttf I
1 J 0f... jarrettswrm All this under one roof 71 morreale,mike o shea. You better believe itfPMJL MASOTTI.VAL ST GERMAIN. \ I
I &BKE VAWDERJAGTJOANNE MALLAR Wrfc/V 113i7 TILL I.VMCimI
af»d OOmJVAH BAJLE Y Fl/FffV f>AV
(world s f&stsst mart) I §Sr%J
(Thurs.,Fri.,Sat. 'til 2am)
m m A m IW^CAMACHAN■ ■ OWNEO.OtRArED■ ■ AND taxed* % ■
I Burlington. Oakvillc. Hamilton. Ifarrie. Waterloo
Feature
HigherEducation
Coming to a Computer Near You
by Jennifer Morris
For those students who are confined by sched-
ules, classrooms and, well, other people, the
electronic classroom may be the alternative to
a traditional campus education.
It seems every season brings another tech-
nological advance and with the arrival and
continuing development of online education,
the next advance is the electronic degree.
Instead of trudging to class every day, stu-
dents can now turn on their computer and
connect online with the program of their
choice. These courses appeal to students with
tight schedules and many students currently
using distance education will find the online
system invaluable for saving time and, eventu-
ally, money.
Within online study interaction with the
professor and fellow classmates is becoming
accessible and absolutely key.
Advocates for the online experi-
ence point out that it is more per-
sonal than sitting in a huge lec-
ture hall where you may never
meet the professor personally.
The isolation factor that hampers
the correspondence experience is
also effectively reduced in the
online setting.
Although, some concede, one may feel cut-
off while learning online, there are outlets for
communication within the course structure.
The professor is available through e-mail,
which enables fast and often in-depth respons-
es. Students can also interact with their peers
in a virtual classroom - an educational chat
room session in which opinions and questions
can be shared with others.
DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL UNIVERSITIES
Online education is quickly being intro-
duced by many universities and colleges in
North America. There are more than 17,000
courses available worldwide - 2700 of which
are Canadian - and the numbers are climbing.
The most progressive pioneer of online
learning is the University of Phoenix. U of P
offers a full undergraduate curriculum, while
most post-secondary institutions only offer a
smattering of selected graduate courses.
Canada seems to be lagging in the techno-
education race. Only 16 percent of online
courses available are from Canadian institu-
tions; 75 percent are offered by US universities
or private traning institutes. The majority of
courses offered by Canadian institutions are in
the medical or business graduate fields.
"We're coming up the learning curve," says
Dave Johnston, president of the University of
Waterloo and former chairman of the Federal
Information Highway Advisory Council.
Virtual U involves over
150 instructors and more
than 230 courses.
Given how recent the online explosion is, it
is not surprising Canada hasn't jumped in head
first. Perhaps it is simply a dedication to "doing
it right" that keeps Canadian institutions from
producing the same quantity of courses as
American universities and colleges.
This doesn't mean there is a lack of excite-
ment or creativity north of the border. In fact,
Canada's involvement in online learning has
been crucial to its development.
WebCT, one of the most significant software
packages used by the online education indus-
try, has made designing and producing quality
programs possible for many universities and
colleges.
As well as superior software, Canada is cur-
rently developing various infrastructures to
help with the evolution of online learning.
Simon Fraser University in British Columbia is
currently conducting an in-depth research
project called Virtual U. The project will focus
on the creation of "state of the art" technology
for online course delivery.
Virtual U is being tested by numerous insti-
tutions across Canada and overseas. It involves
over 150 instructors and more than 230 course
options that have been delivered using the
newly developed software. It is the largest
research project studying online delivery sys-
tems.
Obviously it is not a lack of technology or
know-how that keeps Canadian institutions at
bay.
"I guess I feel as far as Laurier
is concerned - and maybe as far
as Canadian universities are con-
cerned - we have a focus on doing
it right, on making sure that the
quality is there," says Sandra
Hughes, manager of the Office of
Continuing Education at Laurier.
'That's not to say that American
institutions don t do that, but I think they have
a bit of a tendency to be a little quicker to get
into things than we are. We tend to be a little
more conservative that way."
Laurier's introduction to the online world
was made through one of its own students
three years ago. A senior economics student
approached Hughes with the idea of develop-
ing a working online course. The intitial
attempt was rocky, but promising.
Recognizing the potential in this area,
Laurier hired a consultant and, with the help of
WebCT, developed courses in business, geog-
raphy, sociology and religion and culture.
Today there are approximately six courses
offered by Laurier online.
Hughes is excited about the future of online
education and feels it will eventually render
correspondence courses obsolete. "From my
standpoint it enhances distance education,"
says Hughes.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNIVERSITIES
Another frontrunner in the Canadian race
toward online learning is Athabasca University
in Alberta. With its primary focus on accessi-
bility, Athabasca is a correspondence-based
institution that is diving into the possibilities of
online education.
The secret to Athabasca's suc-
cess lies in its ability to cater to
students studying from anywhere
in the world at any time. Its online
education program is used by
more than 16,000 students each
year.
The price tag is also con-
ducive. Instead of the usual $40,000 for a
degree - which includes housing, transporta-
tion, etc. - Athabasca offers a respectable edu-
cation for $25,000.
The launch ofAthabasca's MBA program in
1994 created many yet unseen opportunities
for students. The result: Canada's largest exec-
utive MBA program with enrollment jumping
considerably.
York University in Toronto is also dipping
into the veritable pot of gold. Despite the initial
expense of creating online courses, York has
developed a division of online learning under
Atkinson College. This college has specific
goals in mind. Not only are there physical bar-
riers to be broken, but a social snobbery asso-
ciated with elitism must be overcome.
Professor Suzanne MacDonald, with the
Centre of Distance Learning at York, believes
competition between institutions will become
non-existent as online education grows.
An institutions name does not carry the
same distinction it once did, according to many
employers, and it is believed the mechanics of
"We'll succeed if the
faculty is interested."
Dave Johnston, UW president
online learning will reduce the effects of elitism
associated with university names. An individ-
ual is able to select a variety of courses from
any school, anywhere in the world.
MONEY FOR THE TAKING
So who really benefits from this new edu-
cation technology? Will it actually enhance the
education system as we know it? Is it better
business or better education?
Higher learning seems to be at a crossroads
these days. If married properly, many believe
technology will prove instrumental to educa-
tional growth. There are, however, a variety of
obstacles in the way of progress.
"The investment oftime and effort is huge,"
says Johnston, '"Hie 25 percent [provincial]
funding cut has impaired online development
so far. [Online coursesj require substantial
investments."
Although it is not yet extremely lucrative to
produce online courses, the future promises
considerable net profit.
"Everyone is getting in on the game," says
Hughes. Even businesses are starting in-house
training with programs designed online.
With the growth and evolution of software
products specifically aimed at the education
industry, the creation of courses is quickly
becoming faster and easier. Potential partner-
ships with software companies also abound.
But will universities begin to use online
courses as an enticement to computer compa-
nies for funding they can't find elsewhere?
"The primary motivation is that we have a
new set of learning tools. Advancement of
learning - that is the primary motivation," says
Johnston.
OBSTACLES TO ONUNE LEARNING
If online education has caused any contro-
versy, it surrounds the issue of intellectual
property rights. A few vicious battles have been
fought for the right of professors to opt-out of
online programs at any time with their original
teaching materials and research intact and in
their possession.
York was the battleground for such a fight
in 1997 when professors went on strike to
maintain their copyrights.
Three years ago a very public academic
rights battle was waged in Nova Scotia at
Acadia University. There the debate escalated
into work-to-rule and almost resulted in a
strike. The only compromise was found in giv-
ing the faculty free choice and, again, academ-
ic property rights.
Beyond the issue of personal copyright lies
the question of jobs. The fusion of education
and corporation has worried many. The credi-
bility of online courses comes into question
when big business gets involved.
The focus is often on cutting costs
and faculty in many areas see this
as cutting salaries and jobs.
"I'm not concerned about that,"
says Johnston. "We don't need to
worry about a redundancy of
those who teach critical thinking -
there has never been a time when it has been
more important. When you have all the infor-
mation imaginable at your fingertips, the chal-
lenge is to ask the right questions."
When asked if there is a widening feeling of
faculty versus administration, Johnston
replied: "There will be lots of debates. We'll
succeed ifthe faculty is interested. We won't if
they are not."
Hughes has found the faculty at Laurier to
be very interested in online learning. 'The sen-
ior administration here seems to be very sup-
portive of technical issues."
This past summer the announcement that
Laurier's WebCT license was expanding
brought a positive response from faculty and
has encouraged the development of future
courses.
Among the other obstacles facing Internet
learning is the availability of copyright materi-
al. Hughes organizes video and print material
for correspondence courses. She deals mainly
with Cancopy, a company that releases such
material for the purpose of education. When
the word Internet is mentioned suppliers get
nervous, says Hughes. A lot of red tape has
developed in the process.
Suppliers are unsure of the implications of
putting their material on the Internet. Cancopy
and other organizations have yet to figure out
digital rights.
"Because it's new and it's virtual, the impli-
cations are uncertain," says Hughes.
Indeed there is an element of uncertainty
concerning all aspects of online education. Will
it change education forever? There are many
predictions, but no solid answers.
"I don't believe [online teaching] will ever
replace the campus." says Hughes. "There will
always be people who want and should want
to have face-to-face interaction with the pro-
fessor every week. I don't believe it will ever
replace the university."
WITH FILES FROM MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE,
THE TORONTO STAR AND THE NATIONAL POST
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A student's
guide to online
education
PROS
1. You make your own schedule. Great for peo-
ple balancing school, work and family. Or peo-
ple who can't seem to make it to those 8:30
classes.
2. No travelling. You are no longer limited by
provincial or national borders, drive times or
homesickness.
3. No dress code. Studying in your underwear
becomes an option. No need to buy a snazzy
new wardrobe to impress your fellow students.
4. Up-to-date content Course content can be
updated immediately since many of the
resources are downloaded directly from the
web.
5. Anonymity encourages open discussion. Not
knowing a person's gender, race, class, etc.
3.bajrier It's ideal to own your
4. Programs and courses are still in the devel-
opment stages. New technology, new venue,
questionable results.
5. Reputation/value of the degree. Traditional
degrees are still held in fairly high regard. Be
Since students can effectively study from any-
where in the world it becomes difficult to nar-
row down which university or universities to
take courses from. The telecampus online
course directory (www.telecampus.edu) lists
over 17,000 courses available online from 30
different countries.
Researching courses from specific universi-
ties on their websites is a good place to start. In
Canada, the University ofWaterloo, Athabasca
University, York and McGill all have consider-
able online offerings. The Open Learning
Centre in British Columbia and the
Teleuniversite in Quebec also offer an extensive
list ofonline courses.
A browser search with keywords such as
online courses, distance education, university,
and the program name will also turn up a
plethora of university choices. But be wary -
you don't necessarily know the quality of edu-
cation you're getting.
A university's reputation is still important
when it comes to learning online. You want
your degree to be worth something, so make
sure the courses you are taking are reputable.
ONUNE EDUCATION TIPS
1. Make sure your computerand browser meet
the technical requirements of the course.
2. Treat online courses just as you would any
other university course. Just because it's online
3. Practice communicating in a virtual chat
room. You don't want to find yourself lost in a
class discussion.
4. Get out ofthe house once ina while.
A whole new
apprenticeship
Aside from university, there are many college
programs offered online - specifically in the
area of apprenticeships.
Provincial governments are seriously
encouraging apprenticeship programs as the
recession of 1990 caused a drastic drop in cer-
tified workers from 200,000 to 11,000. In
order to induce higher enrollment in these
areas, the Ontario government in 1998
changed or eliminated a number of laws asso-
ciated with apprenticeships and certification.
The new programs combine computer
learning with reduced personal, hand-to-hand
training. This has caused controversy and has
called into question the legitimacy of these
programs. Opponents argue these measures
will flood the market with low-skilled workers
with limited long-term job prospects.
Even with tuition fees that are double the
normal amount, online apprenticeship pro-
grams have proved popular with students.
Private online
university
Canada's first completely online private
university, Unexus University, opened for
business October 1. Owned by manage-
ment training company Learnsoft
Corporation of Kanata, Ontario, Unexus
is the first Internet-based, degree granti-
ng university in the world.
The first program offered by Unexus is
an executive MBA geared for technology
managers. The three-year program
starts in January and costs $25,000.
Unexus plans to offer further MBA pro-
grams customizing them for specific
industries.
"We're targeting the 28- to 50-year-
old that's travelling, has a family, is too
busy to attend a university," says Michael
Gaffney, president and CEO of Learnsoft.
"We believe there is a massive demand
for a flexible way to get that education."
Unexus has received grants and loans
from several government agencies,
including the federal Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency, Human Resources
Development Canada, and the New
Brunswick department of economic
development and tele-education secre-
tcLricit
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WRITING RESEARCH■ THE LIBRARY
WLU WRITING CENTRE: WRITE TO Information Resources and Services
LEARN
AND UNDERSTAND * Access to print, non-print and electronic
-When you sharpen your writing skills, you sharpen your information in the Library building, using
thinking networked campus computers and from remote
locations via the Internet
* Individual 45-minute appointments with * More than one million equivalent volumes on
trained peer tutors or the Co-ordinator campus
* Discipline-specific resources on all major
* More than six million equivalent volumes
writing issues within the TriUniversity Library Group
* Hand-outs on all typical writing problems * Document delivery
* Links to great academic writing sites through
* Extensive programme of orientation tours and
Writing Centre Web site tutorials
* Class presentation on writing by Co-ordinator
* 64 hours of professional reference service
weekly
■ Appointments: ext. 3339 or emisser@wlu.ca * Building open nearly 100 hours weekly
Location: Arts Bldg, 'C' Wing, 2C5-ABC 5 F
Hours. Monday to Thursday, 9-12 & 1-4 Y/eb Site: www.wlu.ca/academic/library.shtml
Web Site: http://www.wlu.ca/~wwwwc/
STUDY TECHNIQUES SPECIALIZED LEARNING STRATEGIES
THE STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM SPECIAL NEEDS OFFICE
Professional Learning Consultant and trained volunteer A Learning Resource Assistant and Learning
Peer Learning Assistants help you maximize your study Disability Specialist can provide special needs
skills: students with:
* Time management & procrastination * Learning strategies
* Textbook reading & note taking * Time management and organizational skills
■■■Hb * Essay preparation * Determining learning styles
Ijlfjl'l'KlH * Memory & concentration * Study skills support group opportunities
* Exam preparation & performance * Campus resource liaison
We offer workshops, individual consultation, handouts
and in-residence seminars. Appointments: 884-0710, ext. 3043/3086
PpHHHHPPfI
Appointments:BB4-0710, ext. 2338 Location: The Arts Building, Room ICII
Location: Student Services Centre Hours: Monday & Tuesday
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30-4:30 8:30 - 7:00
and and
Monday to Thursday 4:30-8:00 Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
* (evening hours while classes are in session) 8:30-4:30
Website: http://www.wlu.ca/~wwwcouns Website: http://www.wlu.ca/~wwwsneed
MEDIA RESOURCES COMPUTING SKILLS
Audio Visual Computing and Communication Services
Support is provided for academic use in the teaching and Learn basic computing application skills
learning process with:
* Windows 95 for beginners
* Film and video programs * WordPerfect 8, a word processor, for your
* Video and sound recording essays, resumes etc.
* Video editing facilities * QuattroPro 8, for your spreadsheet needs
* Data Presentations * Pine e-mail fundamentals
* Image and text scanning * Web browsing skills with Netscape
I * Preparation of 35mm slides and overheads * FTP for transferring files between computer
*AV equipment and instruction systems
Location: Woods 2-617, Peters P1035 Classes in these applications are offered in September and
Science N1052 October, and again in January and February.
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 - 4:30 Information about the classes, including schedule and
descriptions are posted on the web at:
Web site: www.wlu.ca/~wwwav/http://www.wlu.ca/~wwwccs/classes/
Web site: http://www.wlu.ca/~wwwccs
Visit the Web site of Academic Learning Services at Laurier for more information
including campus map for locations.
http://www.wlu.ca/wlu-hp/welcome/learning.html
Sports
Soccer men kick hard
Woodie Brown
While most people spent their
Thanksgiving weekend too lull to
move, the Golden Hawk soccer
teams were running off their big
meal at University Stadium.
Last week, the women's team lost
two disappointing games and was
hoping to improve their game
against Guelph and Windsor. They
played well all weekend, and
showed a great deal of character for
a team that had a losing record. The
women played strongly against the
Gryphons and thought that they had
a tie against one of the province's
better teams. However, their goal
was called back on a hand ball call
that confused everyone. "There was
a supposed handball, but no one
could figure out what had hap-
pened," commented Coach Barry
McLean. The girls could not score
again for the rest of the contest
andin the end lost a tight game, 2-1.
In their second game ofthe week,
the Golden Hawks played the
Windsor Lancers and again played
another strong game. The women
played tight defence and held a 1-0
lead for most of the game.
Then on another strange call
against Laurier, Windsor was
awarded a penal-
ty kick for a hand
ball. However, the
ball had gone off
of the head of a
Laurier defender
and not, as the ref
thought he'd seen,
off her hand. "It
was not a legiti-
mate penalty, but
they scored,"
noted McLean.
The Golden
Hawks were again unable to score
after the strange call, and tied
Windsor 1 -1. This leaves the team at
1-6-2 and with only a couple of
games left to turn their season
around.
Men's Soccer
The men's team also played
Guelph and Windsor this weekend;
but, unlike their female counter-
parts, came away from both games
"There must
have been
something
in the WLU
cranberry
sauce"
with impressive wins. There must
have been something in the WLU
cranberry sauce because they domi-
nated both games, and finally played
at their full potential after several
disappointing showings.
The Hawks controlled the play
against Guelph and jumped out to an
early lead. They never looked back
after an early goal and cruised to an
easy 2-0 victory.
They played a
very controlled
and defensive
game, and made
several sharp
passes into the
Guelph end that
created a number
of scoring oppor-
tunities.
Similarly, in their
game against
Windsor, the
Golden Hawks made a number of
good through passes to set up shots
on goal. They played another strong
defensive game, and refused to give
up any room to the Windsor for-
wards. Again they scored early and
held on for a 4-0 win. With these
performances behind them the
Golden Hawks are now 6-1-2 and
look like a very powerful team going
into the last few games of their sea-
son.
SALLY
JOCQUART
Scores
Women's Rugby
Laurier 15,York 15
Record: 1-4-1
Men's Rugby
Laurier 33, Trent 15
Record: 2-3
Women's Lacrosse
Laurier 9, McGiH 5
Laurier 9, Toronto 11
Record: 3-3
Football
Laurier 49, Windsor 0
Record: 4-1
Women's Soccer
Laurier 1, Windsor 1
Laurier 1, Guelph 2
Record: 1-6-2
Men's Soccer
Laurier 4, Windsor 0
Laurier 2, Guelph 0
Record: 6-1-2
Women's Basketball
(Exhibition)
Laurier 58, Acadia 64
Record: 0-1
Football Hawks soar
Trajan Langdon and Matt Quaid
If Laurier appeared a deflated and
badly outplayed team last week
against Western, the football Hawks
this weekend played as though they
needed to earn back the leagues'
respect. WLU administered its sec-
ond shutout of the season, this time
to the Windsor Lancers, as they
marched to a 49-0 rout over the
worst team in the league.
The Hawks D was lead by defen-
sive player of the game Dino
DiMarino who turned in an out-
standing perform-
ance. The fifth
year linebacker
and team captain
had 12 tackles as
well as a fabulous
2.5 sacks leading
his squad to victo-
ry-
When it came
to pressuring the
quarterback,
DiMarino also
had plenty of help
from his teammates. The Hawks
recorded 9 sacks and added several
more knockdowns.
Russell Borden, a rookie, also
contributed a solid defensive effort
against the lancers on Saturday.
Borden was the Budweiser player of
the game against Western last week
and continued to play well this
week. In his first start as a Hawk, he
also had 2.5 sacks as well as adding
8 tackles.
Despite the fact that Laurier did
not allow any points against the
Lancers, we must not forget that
Laurier
simply
punished
Windsor
into
submission
their opponents haven't even scored
40 points all season. Indeed, the
Hawks bent but did not break as
they allowed 367 yards of total
offense to the the lowly Windsor
squad. The game in truth was one
of those ones that ifthe Hawks play
and win, well, they damn well
should have, but ifthey happened to
lose, then they just embarrased
themselves and lost everything that
they had worked for all season.
They were impressive when it
counted in the red zone, though, and
this is certainly credit to them. It can
. often be easy to
enter a game like
this one and let
down your guard.
But WLU did
nothing ofthe sort
— they simply
punished
Windsor into sub-
mission.
Aiding in this
slapping were
several Hawks on
the offensive side
of the ball. One of
the biggest games was turned in by
Bud Player of the Game and third
year wide receiver Andre Talbot
who made five catches for 164 yards
and 2 touchdowns. Talbot went into
the contest ranked fifth in the CIAU
in receiving yards and will clearly
move up on this list.
Quarteback Adam Lane had a
fine afternoon completing 21 of 30
passes for 228 yards and 2 TD's. He
made several long completions
including a 62-yard connection with
his favourite target, Andre Talbot.
The Hawks ground attack was
equally as impressive, turning in
their best performance of the sea-
son. Fullback Jon Low ran for a
touchdown with only five minutes
expired in the first quarter. Tailback
Justin Praamsma rushed for 164
yards and a touchdown, including
his longest run of fifty yards and
teammate Alex Torrie ran for 63
yards on only 5 carries.
By the end ofthe day, the Golden
Hawks had obliterated their oppo-
nents while amassing 588 yards of
total offense. But at the end of the
day, it also doesn't matter how badly
you beat a team like Windsor.
COURTESY
OF
NICK
BRANCACCIO
OF
THE
WINDSOR
STAR
WLU Men's Hockey
Season opener
The Golden Hawkey Squad opens;
their season next Wednesday,
October 20 at the Waterloo Rec
Complex. Laurier will play host to
Ryerson and gametime is 7:30 pm.
Anyone interested in attending will
be pleased to know that their is a
fan bus which begins leaving the
Aird Underpass at 6:30.
All fans in attendance will have
a a shot at winning free tuition and
one lucky puck will have a chance
to participate in a shootout to win a
Ford automobile.
This
Week in
Sports
Swimming
Fri. Oct. 15 @ Guelph =>
OUA Relays
Volleyball
Fri. Oct. 15 vs. Windsor
Women @ 6 pm
Men @ 8 pm
Soccer
Sat. Oct. 16 @ Waterloo
Women @ 1 pm
Men @ 3 pm
Sun. Oct. 17 @ Brock
Women @ 1 pm
Men @ 3 pm
Rugby
Sat Oct 16
Men vs. Carleton @ Ipm
Women vs. Western @ 4
pm
Women's Lacrosse
Sat Oct. 16 @ Queen's
=> vs. Queen's, 8 am
=> vs. York, 3 pm
Men's Basketball
WLU Invitational
Sat. Oct. 16,Laurier vs.
Toronto, 2 pm
Sun. Oct. 17,Laurier vs.
Ryerson, 2 pm
Football
Sat. Oct 16 vs. Toronto, 2
pm
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Cross I'd country
Shannon T. McMahon
The words from that famous
Trident commercial ring in my
ears repeatedly when I think of
the 99' women's cross country
team "who wants torun? I do!
I do!"(Yes I realize it is suppose
to be gum, but hey, it works!).
Who DOES want to run? A
typical punishment for any
varsity team is running, why
would anyone choose to put
themselves through such tor-
ture?
The answer to this question
is why I have a great amount of
respect and admiration for
these masochistic competitors.
Laurier had some impres-
sive finishes this past week at
the always-competitive
London Mustang Open.
Andrea Peebles led the
hawk pack with a strong show-
ing in 43rd just ahead ofswift-
footed Heather Swift who flew
home in 45th. Jen Hisko and
Janet Wojcik, who are both
struggling through injuries,
ran their tails off finishing in
48th and 51st respectively.
Lesley Macewen soared her
way across the finish line in
52nd clinching the Ladyhawks
for a 4th place finish.
Next stop for the Hawks
will be in nearby Kitchener
when they travel to Bechtel
Park on October 23, to host our
own Laurier Invitational.
Coach Ray Koenig was
looking into the past this week
to get very excited about the
future, "this will be the first
time in Laurier's history that a
women's cross country team
will be represented at the OUA
championship, it's very prom-
ising. I'm very excited!".
The Ontario University
championships will be held in
Sudbury at the end of October,
where all (well, maybe just a
handful) will be cheering for
this history-making accom-
plishment.
Athletes of the Week
Andre Talbot
Male Athlete of the Week
Andre, who has been one of the most
important elements of the Golden Hawk
offense all season long again led his team
to victory over the weekend against the
Windsor Lancers. Talbot had five recep-
tions for 164 yards while adding another
two touchdowns to his already impressive
season total. Talbot went into the game on
Saturday ranked fifth in Canada in receiv-
ing. His performance shows why he has
now twice been named athlete of the week.
Courtney McMahon
Female Athlete of the Week
Courtney, a rookie forward for the Golden
Hawks women's basketball team played a
fantastic first game on the weekend as
Laurier took on the Acadia Axemen.
Although the team came up just short, the
Sarnia St. Pat's native had a sensational
day scoring 24 points in a 64-58 loss.
Courtney was 7/8 from the field and 10 of
11 from the charity stripe while also haul-
ing down 5 rebounds.
Budweiser
KING OF BBKR8.
Russell Borden
Budweiser Player of the Game
Russell Borden, a first year linebacker from
Brantford, Ontario had a career day for the Golden
Hawks in their 39-6 loss to the Western Mustangs.
Borden had 14 solo tackles, 1 assisted tackle and 1
sack to lead the Golden Hawks defense. A reserve
linebacker, who usually conies off the bench, Borden
was pressed into full-time service with an injury to
outside linebacker Rohan Thompson. Borden will
look to see increased playing time for the Hawks
should Thompson be unable to play.
Budweiser
KINO OF BEERS.
Andre Talbot
Male Athlete and Budweiser Player of the Game
Andre, a third year receiver out of Paul Dwyer High
School in Oshawa, had a career day for the Golden
Hawks on Saturday.
Talbot had five catches for 164 yards and two
touchdowns in the Golden Hawks 49-0 rout of the
Windsor Lancers. This is the second time Talbot has
received this award this year.
Andre went into Windsor ranked fifth in Canada
in receiving. After his most recent effort, he can only
move up.
Libero-ball
Todd Dougherty
If our parents thought that
today's volleyball was
already different from the
game that they played grow-
ing up, then they'll be espe-
cially shocked with all the
changes that are being
made to the game now.
Throw out your old rule-
books, folks, because the
1999 version of OUA volley-
ball IS a different game. The
OUA has adopted sweeping
changes to stay in step with
the international game.
There have been two sig-
nificant changes that will
greatly affect how the game
is coached, and more impor-
tantly how it is played. The
old scoring system where a
team had to have the serve
to score a point has been
thrown out the window, and
has been replaced by rally-
point scoring. In rally-point,
a team can score by winning
any rally, not only when they
are serving. This change
has also necessitated the
adopting of 25 point games
in place of the traditional 15
point game. The sth and
deciding game, however, will
remain as it has been for the
past 5 or 6 years, ending as
it always has at 15.
The second major
change is the advent of the
Libero, a back-court defen-
sive specialist. Fans will be
immediately aware of this
new position, if not entirely
sure what the change
means. This is because
these players will be wear-
ing a black jersey to distin-
guish them from their team-
mates. The libero may be
substituted freely for any
player in the back row with-
out costing the coach one of
his six valuable substitu-
tions.
There are however, some
special limititations placed
on the player in black. The
libero cannot serve and is
not allowed to attack the
ball. Furthermore, the
Libero is restricted as to
when he or she may set, and
also to whom the set cambe
made. This rule should add
a defensive element to the
game that has recently been
lacking from volleyball
(mostly with respect to the
Men's game).
A third minor rule
change will now allow the
server only one attempt as
opposed to the two that has
until now been the standard.
It remains to be seen how
great an effect these changes
will have on the game, but
they should provide for some
added excitement as teams
continue to adapt. It should
be interesting to see how
teams react to the changes
as they may provide an early
edge to those coaches who
learn to take advantage of
the new options that these
rule changes provide.
Dorf on Golf
Chris Dodd
The WLU Golf team travelled to
Guelph to play in the Challenge Cup
held at Victoria Park East Golf Club
last week. The event, which is an
annual match play contest involving
six Ontario schools, was hosted by
the University of Guelph. For the
first time in the event's five year his-
tory, the Golden Hawks finished first
five points ahead of second place
Brock and York.
Individual Hawk performances
JimZwolak7l: 4 points
Patrick Miller 72: 3.5 points
Steve Fox 75: 5.5 points
Derek Churchill-Smith 76: 4.5
points
Andy Holborn 80: 2 points
Team Results:
1) Laurier 19.5
2) Brock and York 14.5
4) Toronto 14
5) McMaster and Guelph 11.5
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The
Defending
Champs want
you to know
that they will,
in fact, be
just that.
SKI
ff j# % INSTRUCTORS1 «7 1 REQUIRED
SKI SCHOOL
Become a Track 3 Volunteer Ski Instructor,
helping young people with special needs -have
the most rewarding experience ofa life-time!
What We Need
• Enthusiasm first!
• Average level of skiing ability (you do not need to be an
expert skier, nor be a qualified ski instructor)
• Interest in working with young people with special needs
• Commitment of one nignt per week and two
weekend days during January and February
What We Offer You
• Opportunity to make a tremendous difference
• Learn a new set of skills related to what you already
enjoy — skiing
• Meet people who share your interest in skiing and
helping others
• Two and a half days of specialized instruction
(November - December)
• Full support while on the hill with your student
All at no cost to you, other than personal time.
Call the Track 3 Hot Line at 748-9802 for more
information, or call Marcel Deschenes at 745-2515.
COME AND JOIN US! j
Entertainment
A visit to Jan Wong's China
Rachel Reid
The Laurier Bookstore hosted yet
another highly-acclaimed high-cul-
tiire literary event in the Torque
Room last Tuesday October sth.
The laurier community was not only
exposed to homegrown talent
Russell Smith last week, but as well
to Canadian author and Globe and
Mail columnist Jan Wong featured
here this week.
Jan Wong's China follows Wong's
highly successful first novel, Red
China Blues, which ranked #1 on
every major best-seller list in 1996.
The new book, like Wong's vocal
delivery in the Torque Room, Ls qui-
etly humorous and
comfortably con-
versational. The
language is clever
and direct, which
ideally serves the
author's purpose
of informing her
audience in an entertaining way. The
novel oozes a kind of understated
emotion that helps, 1 think, to iasert
the reader into the emotionally-
bankrupt Chinese culture.
The reader feels as though they
have accompanied Wong on her
journey and experienced all it
entails, leaving Jan Wong's China
with an insider's understanding of
the country.
Remarks The Bookstore's
Kathryn Warclropper, "Acquiring a
copy ol Jan's new book Ls like pulling
hen's teeth!"
It has, in fact, already gone into
reprint since its September 19
release.
This Cordie enjoyed the pleasure
of fine pita dining in Laurier s own
Terrace with the amiable Wong,
prior to her appearance in the
Torque Room. The formal part of
our conversation went a little some-
thing like this...
RR: Will you outline for me your
educational path and relevant expe-
rience that led to your becoming a
journalist?
Wong: It was my language training
and experience in China that
secured the correspondent position
at the Globe for me. No one else had
"Acquiring a copy of
Wong's new book is like
pulling hen's teeth."
that. I was the Globe's first female
correspondent, and the lirst to speak
Chinese. (Prior to that) I wrote for my
high school and college newspapers,
but I didn't get really into it. There
were people who missed classes and
slept in the office, but I wasn't one of
those!
RR: You completed your undergrad
at McGill and proceeded on to the
University of Columbia" Graduate
School of Journalism. What was
your motivation for going south of
the border?
Wong: Columbia was the best
school. It had a name, which was
important to me because I wanted a
job right afterwards. Also, it Is a one-
year program. I was old by then, and
sick of school.
Wong gleaned a unique and
diverse portfolio of experience from
her first trip to China. She studied in
Beijng and was a news assistant for
the New York Times in Bejing. This
helped her get accepted into
Columbia. While there she special-
ized in business reporting ("I didn't
have to work nights or weekends!").
RR: About your new novel; I low long
did it Uike to write?
Wong: 1(H) days, writing day and
night. (Jan expands on the incredible
support she received from family
and friends). All 1
did was write! But
it's too quick. 1
don't recommend
it to anyone.
Wong aimed for
the book's release
to coincide with
China in an interesting way. If' you
just entertain people, you waste their
time.
The novel's denouement pres-
ents it's author's optimistic view for
China's future. As she explained dur-
ing her reading, she sees China's
current generation of "Little
Emperors" as China's seeds of self-
destruction. Wong read the follow-
ing excerpt:
"Pampered onlies were growing
up to be strong-willed, spoiled, self-
centered types who reminded me of,
well, Americans. When you have a
nation of little emperors, you can't
have a nation of little slaves, and
maybe, just maybe, China will get
democracy"
I myself find great merit in a third
novel by Wong thatannounces cither
the fall or there-empowerment of
China's communist party.
RR: The conclusion of your novel is
the 50th anniversary of the People's
Republic of China, on October 1,
1999, because this would "magnify
both events" - thus the urgency.
The novel is concurrently an
enjoyable and informative read. 1
found myself, formerly oblivious to
international politics, able to follow
current headlines regarding China
after reading the novel. It was both
entertaining and educational.
RR: Was your main intent with this
novel to inform or to entertain your
audience?
Wong: Definitely both. My main goal
has always been to tell people about
speculative and
open-ended, leav-
ing the possibility
for you to return
to China in several
years and publish
your findings. Is
this, in fact, a pos-
sibility?
Wong: I would like
to go back. I had a
difficult time get-
ting away from
the Globe this
spring, and actu-
ally pre-wrote my column.
But 1 am drawn to China's
ancient civilization... 1 would like to
return.
RR: Jiang Zemin (Chinas current
leader) used his parade (held
October Ist) to establish himself as
equal in status to his predecessors.
Mao was called "the founder of
communism", and Deng, "the archi-
tect of reform (to a market econo-
my)". What will, or should, Jiang's
unique mark on China be, do you
think?
Wong: Nothing. I think history will
forget about him. That (parade) was
a disgusting display.
I le tried to consolidate his hold on
power... It is so Stalinist to do that.
Me is yesterday's man.
Note the route of the parade in
discussion was evacuated and the
The novel
presents an
optimistic
view for
China's
future.
celebration could be viewed by the
Chinese public only on television. It
involved a massive display ofartillery
and featured huge portraits of Mao,
Deng, and Jiang in succession.
Wong, during her reading, called it
"ihe Party's party".
As Wong discusses in Jan Wong's
China, the country does not oiler a
warm welcome to reporters.
Foreign correspondents, who invest
years in learning the language and
culture specific to their beat, risk
being expelled.
RR: What motivates you to push the
limits and to risk expulsion, and
under what circumstances are you
apt to tread more carefully, consider-
ing the career-ending threat of being
expelled from China?
Wong: There Ls no point in knowing
stuff about China if I don't write it.
And my career is wasted anyway if I
don't ever write anything decent...l
don't like to put
my Chinese
informants at risk.
Wong encoun-
tered Chinese peo-
ple who want
human rights and
who want to con-
trol their lives.
She remarks
that, "the parade
was display of
amazing regimen-
tation and yet, just
around the corner.
you find a McDonald's and a
Starbucks. The people are doing
what they want, regardless".
Throughout the novel, she
expresses a belief that the authori-
tarian political system and market
economy cannot survive simultane-
ously.
Politics will come to matter less to
people who are financially independ-
ent.
It is true corruption continues to
escalate in China, and the gap
between the rich and poor spreads,
but Wong is optimistic about whatev-
er may ensue for the rapidly-chang-
ing China.
Wong of China comments, "Once
it's gotten under your skin, it's hard
to forget it". The same is true of Jan
Wongs China; Reports From a Not-
So-Foreign Correspondent.
PHOTO
CREDIT
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Concerts Galore!
*1 Mother Earth at the Lyric-Thurs. Oct. 14
(That's tonight!)
Network presents Whoosier
Daddy, Jolly Llamas, and Who Killed Marilyn
at Wilf's-Fri. Oct. 15
*Robbie Williams at the Lyric-Tues. Oct. 19
*WLU Symphony Orchestra at Maureen
Forrester Recital Hall-Sun. Oct. 17
*Andrew Hisey, Piano at Maureen Forrester
Recital Hall-Tues. Oct. 19 at noon
.4
(Free admission)
Don't Miss It!
Brent Hagerman
This Saturday, the Front Man War
Tour is rolling into town at Angry
Buddahz. It is billed as one of the
last greatrock shows of the year. It's
original line-up was Thrush Hermit
(on their last tour before disband-
ing), The Flashing Lights, and The
LocalRabbits. Unfortunately Thrush
Hermit had to cancel and instead
Kitchener's The Miniatures will be
joining the show.
If you haven't
heard The
Flashing Lights
yet, you should.
Matt Murphy,
of Super-friendz
fame, has con-
verted his 60's
cover band into
an original 60's
pop meets 90's
rock band. Their debut album,
Where the Change Is has already
received good reviews.
Like The Flashing Lights, The
Local Rabbits are another Canadian
band to watch. They were on
Sloan's Murderßecords but are cur-
rently between labels. They hail
from Montreal and are great to
watch.
The third band on the line-up,
The Miniatures, a 6-piece band spe-
cializing in layers of energetic pop
rock have won numerous battle of
the bands competitions.
These three bands will embark
in an onstage bloody battle where
... one of the
last great
rock shows
of the year.
the last band still alive claims victo-
ry (well maybe not quite that grue-
some.) Chart magazine is sponsor-
ing this cross-Canada event and
have laid out a few ground rules for
die battle to make sure all bands are
on level playing ground. These
include no belching into micro-
phones, no shorts onstage, no span-
dex allowed, and no Black Magic
(including dueling guitar solos, fire
breathing and speaking in tongues).
Furthermore no drummer shall
disrupt the per-
formance with
meaningless
interjections or
poorly-timed
thoughts, and no
frenzied leaping
from drums.
Luckily for us,
there will be no
utterings of "do
you wanna rock" and no apologies
like "sorry, I got a cold" (Thrush
Hermit exempt I guess).
Personally I am worried for The
Local Rabbits. They habitually par-
take in the Black Magic of dueling
guitar solos. Can they cease and
desist from this annoying habit for a
full national tour?
Tickets are $8 in advance, $10 at
the door. You can purchase your
passes at HMV, Casablanca
Bookstore, or Buddahz box office.
Angry Buddahz can be found at 125
King St underneath the Metropolis.
Brent is one angry bucklha himself.,
COURTESY
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Want Some Candy ?
Craig Cardiffand The Himalayans -
The Great American White Trash
Novel
Craig Cardiff finally has a new CD
out. He and his band, The
Himalayans, released it last Tuesday
at Jane Bond in Waterloo. The
album is a documented testament to
the energy and charisma oftheir live
shows. Anyone who has seen Cardiff
perform can attest to his ability to
draw you in and make you feel like
you're a part ofhis songs. Maybe it's
his unforgettably haunting voice, the
way he can wrap it around words
and phrases and imprint them in
your brain so that you find yourself
singing them for days to come. Or
maybe its the songwriting that seems
to flow so easily and make so much
sense that you find yourself believ-
ing, for an instant, that you yourself
could've written something like that.
That is Craig's magic, he makes you
feel that he's brutally honest and
believes in every word he sings (for
all I know he could be a pathelogical
liar).
The Great American White Trash
Novel has this very magic. From the
instant familiarity of "Stabalize" to
the playful calypso/zydego of
"Everybody," Cardiff and his musi-
cians are entertaining and inspiring.
The songs are strong and well-writ-
ten. "Dancing like Pierre" (Trudeau -
there's even a visual on the cover to
teach you how) and the title track are
especially full of impact. Paul
Mclnnis' drum work keeps other-
wise slow songs upbeat and funky.
He is a minamalist, using very few
drum "voices" and yet somehow you
can't help but notice the intricate
part he plays in keeping this CD
interesting and moving. Paul
Mathew's often jazzy double bass
adds so much texture you can feel
the strings beneath your own fingers.
Cardiff's own performance weaves
beautiful melodies over absorbing
song arrangements. The addition of
accordian and a rhodes piano fill out
many of the songs while not over-
powering them, leaving them richer.
Brent Hagerman
David Bowie
hours
Perhaps David Bowie s biggest feat is
that he sold out to music biz exploita-
tion long ago but has somehow man-
aged to keep his musical integrity.
The case in point is the new album
hours. It is a mutimedia c.d. that
mixes great music with marketing
genius. Not only do you get 10 new
Bowie songs, you also get an exten-
sive advertisement for the new
BowieNet - a web access package
that includes access to Bowie songs,
videos, etc., like never before (so the
ad goes). Looks like someone's mak-
ing a truckload off this one.
The music (and afterall albums
are usually about music) is very high
quality with good songs and often
intricate arrangements. About half
the material keeps your interest with
multi-layered instrument tracks so
that you keep hearing new things
every listen. One example,
Something in the Air, with its R2D2
back-up vocals and Tom Waits-like
howling is unique and appealing.
Other songs are more
organic/acoustic pieces with snippets
of electronica peppered throughout.
The material is well balanced for
those who like variety. The driving
guitar and chants of The Pretty
Things are Going to Hell are a direct
opposite to the instrumental (albeit
uninspired) Brilliant Adventure. The
album then, while not ground-
breaking, is very good and a green
light to Bowie fans who just can't live
without BowieNet, BowieT.V,
Bowießadio, BowießeefJerky,
BowieSaladSpoon
Brent Hagerman
Iggy Pop - Avenue B
lggy Pop is 50. He tells us this fre-
quently throughout the dialogue in
the songs on Avenue B. With age
comes progression, evolution, and
sometimes even maturity This
album is very good, and yes, very
mature. It moves easily between spo-
ken-word narratives, moody
Leonard Cohenesque ballads, and
powerful raw rock and roll. It's an
album that deals with aging, chang-
ing, strange screwed-up relationon-
ships and maybe even parental
regrets. I think its well worth the trip
to the record store (it even comes
with a flashy "parental advisory" tag
on it so you know its cool).
Produced by Don Was and assist-
ed by a jazz combo, Avenue B, has
many memorable tracks. Don't let
the quietly reflective intro track, "No
Shit," fool you. There's power further
on. The drum and bass groove on
"Corruption" is right out of Gordie
Johnson's fake book. The album is
worth it for this song alone. The
sparce brilliance of "I felt the
Luxury" is musically impeccable and
lyrically shocking in its dialogue ofan
unremorseful abuser. The quirky
percussive "Espanol" and the cover
of "Shakin' All Over" have the fresh-
ness of unrehearsed garage-rock.
The acoustic spoken-sung
"Motorcycle" has some of the best
descriptive lyrics I've ever heard:
"She's a fuckin' Picasso in bed."
Brent Hagerman
The Folk Implosion
One Part Lullaby
A few years ago the movie Kids
spawned a hit for an unknown band
called The Folk Implosion. The song
was called Natural One and even if
you don't remember, I am sure most
of you heard it on the radio. It com-
bined a cool beat with an entrancing
guitar lick and laid back vocals.
Even if you are still clueless, The
Folk Implosion are back with a new
album entitled One Part Lullaby. You
might want to check it out, even if
you don't remember the song. The
album is Hill of great drumbeats,
catchy vocals, and cool instruments.
The group name is fitting for the
band comprised of John Davis and
Lou Barlow, a member of the indie-
fold/rock band the Sebadoh. Davis
and Barlow start with basic folk
songs and transform them in upon
themselves with interesting mixes of
synthesizer, drum machines, glasses
of water and a cookie sheet, among
other things.
The opening song, My Ritual,
continues in the groove established
by Natural One.
JoshMarshall
We regret to inform you this CD
review is cut short - Josh went for
pizza.
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COMMERCIALS I
of the Century I
A Roller Coaster Ride of Nostalgia I
celebrating the ground-breaking ads I
of the golden age of Advertising. I
19 Different counties are ,
represented in this collection, but t^r
British, with 46 selections, certainty ]{
garner recognition os the plonefs 'A ' % m
creative marketing minds. I
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GREGG
FAMILYr- -
CHIROPRACTIC i
Dr. James W. Gregg, D.C
4-255 King Street North
(at University)
Waterloo, Ontario
N2j 4V2
PHONE: 885-L I F E
(5 4 3 3)
STUDENTS 50% OFF
• Dr Gregg is
WLU Alun 5
• Leave your otiier
Chiropractor at home?
• Headaches, stress,
neck and back pain
• WLU Health Plan covers Chiropractic
25% OFF any \
(A / used book or CD [
SjfßSitt J / or any other used item, or 10% offany new item, with .
/ / this coupon. Not valid with other offers. Expires 11/20/99
/ gm 89 King St. North near Bridgeport Rd _
Uptown Waterloo • Call 884-4232 J
Arts
Embrace the Senile Genius
Watch her reinvent the wheel
A little something from "The Great Gatsby"
I'm inclined to reserve all .judgements, a habit that has opened up many
curious natures to me and also made me the victim of not a few veteran
bofes. The abnormal mind is quick 16 deled and attach itself to this
quality when it appears in a normal person, and so it came about that in
college I was unjustly accused of being a political!, because, I was privy to
the secret griefs of wild, unknown men. Most of the confidences were
unsought - frequently 1 have feigned sleep, preoccupation, or a hostile
levity when I realised by some unmistakable sign that ail intimate reve-
lation was quivering 1 on the horizon: for the intimate revelalious of young
men, or at least the terms iii which they express them, are usually pla-
garistic and marred by obvious.suppressions. Reserving judgements is a
matter of infinite hope. I am still a little afraid of missing something if I
forget that, as my lather snobbishly suggested, and I snobbishly repeat, a
sense of the fundamental decencies is parcelled out unequally at birth.
-Frances Scott Key Fitzgerald
25
SeftilllsisSlorti
Undergraduate Education; **'*** aque^^
Understanding the Experience? 845 am Welcome
8:55 am Dr. Michael Berube
Department of English,
University of Illinois
w/U ".tt i ■ -r ■ Interdisciplinary, Interpretive Theory,What IS the purpose? How do we justify It? And other Curricular Desires
What concepts have traditionally shaped the 10:10 am Dr. Susan ciark
rationale for undergraduate education' What Sco,ia C°unci '
threats exist to traditional undergraduate Policy
education today? How do we address the n :O 5 am Dr. Kieran Egan
cries for utility in undergraduate education? sSn^LTSrsity
The Development of Understanding with
Special Focus on the Undergraduate Years
Addressing Issues Central to the Concept Of
Undergraduate Education t-unch Break
1:00 pm Dr. Donald Levin?The relevancy and challenges facing university undergraduate edu- Department of Sociofog*,
cation will be explored in this one-day seminar The idea for such university 0f Chicago
a seminar grew out of the I.aurier University Plan, drawn Up in' Rethinking the Libera)Etfucalion.
1997-98. which called for a University-wide seminar on the "under- Ideas from Chicago
graduate university experience" as part of the Lauriei mission to
"
"
maintain and improve "our status as one of Canada's foremost small 1 -55pm Dr. Roger Simon
-
universities." recognizing that such a status "depends heavily on the Department erfCurriculum, Ontario
quality and distinctiveness of our academic programs."
instftuteFor Stucfi*. in EdtKatfon,
Five distinguished speakers, all well-known academics from Canada
and the United States, will present their expertise, ideas and ques-
tions to an audience of faculty, staff, students and community 3:05 pm; Pane? Discussion
members with a vested interest in postsecondary education and Knowledge: Do We
Provide Understanding or Satisfaction''
~
. .
, fteafcHwg speakers and studentsFriday, October 15, 1999 T: *
Paul Martin Centre 4:00 Pm Comment* J
\X ilfritl Laurier University 4:lopm Reception
Faculty, staff, students, and
mMJfJ # members of the University:
v community are welcpme to
All seminar sessions are free of charge. attend any or all of the above
—
% V.... ..
26y Classifieds
■ TRAVEL - Teach English poun(j watch in Woods H
5 Day/40 Hr (Oct. 20-24) Building, Room 3-308 on Tuesday
TESOL teacher certification course Oct. 5. To claim go to Room 3-123
(or by correspondence). 1,000's of Woods Building.
jobs available NOW. FREE informa- Ever done it with ketchup? Get Involved with GLOBAL
Celebrate Persons Day! tion package, toll free 1-888-270- www.kraftdinner.com Interested in being involved in creat-
Monday Oct. 18 7:30am-9:am in the 2941. ing an organization for gay. lesbianGreen Room. We'll be celebrating bisexual, or transgendered studente
the day women became "persons" in HCniJ|RH| and stall? Share yoor ideas by e-Canada. For a hill buffet breakfast, — mailing (Klglobal@machl.wlu.ca ortickets are $7 from the Women's Maneesh, drop a nofe t0 "GLOBAb" do
Centre or the Dean of Students kBiSuiSHaAUUiMSi .Furnished bedroom for immediate >™ for y° ur letter - ■" a waV WLUSU. Watch the classifieds inOffice. t i t it me feej better to know that r . f (i • f ,.Build Your Resume' rental . • • , . I he Lord tor meeting information.
__
.
uu someone else is expenencing what I
Give to the community! Friendly vol- "Next to Tim's, Caesars, Beer am although its wrong
Stinkweasel,
unteers are desperately needed to *2 min. ride to WLU A Fellow Canadian See you
tonight... Wonder if the
provide companionship to people •Only $425/month AUD will let us play CAPS.
with Alzheimer Disease. Two hour *Jason at 747-7291 Nauseous?? Hottie
weekly commitment. Training pro- •3rd/4th year sought stunning looks and charm have Classified Rates
T . . Hna Vided. Can Alzheimer Society 742- ——
effect...the Cords just jealous.
Telemarketing * MmIHpM -Big Sexy Students:
Earn $7-17 per hr. 30 words or less $5
•Prpp PnnH snH Music JllSta Reminder 31-60 words $81 ree hood a d usic
.
.
each word over 60 $.10
•Part/Full Time hi' MB I will walk away from this school
•Wpf>VonHc niraiinHio before I let anyone screw ME over! Non-Students•Weekends available For Sale - Regina St. J 30 words or less $7
•Flexible Schedule jpiRBRenovated six bedroom house. anees 31-60 words $10
•?8 Tnh Onciriincrc each word over 60 $.10ca jot) upenings New heating, windows and roof. Shana-Rama
•Start Today! Interested in Parapsychology? Seven appliances. Three car It is exactly as you said girl, "when Semi-Display Ads
Kitchener/King St. Tarot card rea dings with reliable parking. Zoning for triplex. we're together, it just feels so right!"
742-9990 results available. Reasonable rates. Asking $240,000. Call 416-515- I can only ask you to believe me •Prices include GST
Flexible times for readings. Serious 8570. when I say that "being together will
Part-Time Work calls only. Call- 571-7189 never be wrong!"
pliU "m"nt li,rms am availablr in ,Jl " °"~d (,im"""
$13.05 to start. Flexible hours. The White Ghost u
n .111 Phone-in orders can call 884-0710 <>xt. 3564. Faxhvening cx WGGkGnds 3,V3,i1cId]g. FxDoripnrpd PatiVnf 0raueill luior Happy 2 Years Trang orIci-s < ;ui \m- s.'nt to (filM) XX3-OX73. Cash required
Scholarships awarded. Professional Available to heln with calculus n • ,. r ,r- n i iJic iu iiCi|J Willi udlbUlUb, Helving yOU 111 my lilG ll3S m3,d.G 1T1G in a^vana ' ' or most student classified ads. Billingand fun; great business experience. physics and math. Close to Lost... happier than you'll ever know avililablr lor ph"n,'" in iLnd lilx "rd,trs iUKl dassiB«^Call 886 0909 or www.workforstu University. Group rates. Call Mike at Virginity at the Turret. Please return I love you sweets...to the moon and mnnin « l(,r ,non! ii™iiiivoLs.su<s.o™diinerorpia«vdentS.C0m/0n 886-2928 ,, i .. t ] i . i , inontisTUr.sdayal12:<X>p.m.oou c.yc.o. to owner, has sentimental value. back, Mark
OAKVILLE. BURUNCTON. BARRIE I 100%CANADIAN I
HAMI ATERL0Q j
THERE'S SOMETHING HEW FOR THURSDAYS
YOU HAVE TO COME EBOWN AND FIND OUT WHAT
WE'RE OPEN THURS-SUN 8:30|im-2:00aill
STILL S1.50 AS JUIMAYS+MORESPECIIUS IN STORE!!
(ma C««s>(fjm) (pim) (mis) Cwfc
220 KING ST, N. WATERLOO 725-4287, e-mail; philsarandsons@hotnnail.com
/yHE\y/\vy\y JOtefrtJjizi-'OKTIIRift
Featuring Molson i \Qp> <$kon(&o
lisate—l—. luctteTio
£MmF/lEE souvenir stein with every ticket purchased.
Friday, October 1 5
Saturday, October 1 6
Including live music from: •
THE POIKAWHEIiTEIM/ s"°^s;"i:rr
m- • ■ " -*" v" .* « :-. ; • . «
«:-:■■■<" , . - :v ::" ¥* ; v.:■. - ■-|:■. r . :. s< <■ :H': ' ■■■■■•#«'
■■ WsSt:>'■■'*'■' - ' ' : V: :
" v -'v"v K V..-■■'*■? :■• :■■ ~ : - : -v '
I I gotta tie MO eg
*
. rT.T.ftr., rr^B, nir ,.rr„ —.r ,jrr.,,-! i ly.r.r..j.R.i nim ■■> ■ »-■ <.| ■<» pi i..|.. i. ..ji .1 ■■■~■ ■_ ■ . ~.j. „ „ , ~ ■■■ .. ■ * 112
Brsahfasi lunch Dinnerr )
I wasn't ctiesasyi9BfW> " " •' • -
| enough.
I
..
_3fir.: J^^^^^ r^nt^&fafl^iIH jPlt Jr • 1 J * H .. v I
. jff ; ii:- . - in, iirfrtdjjfttfttP :;;-;:jjlj§£ BRin ;- ' •
ELS 3 3-D REVELairOR lELSFII
m INgUUDIS wflth mrfAVATAR Scnpiler sptini told this jmH
■ JilH4Hf;UHiH4:<AF:iii:fJ.'i'UM:«:H:rnsi MBW 1 , . | n
QCC A C 1 DQ7 LEASETOOWN -? L- t ):&==>! I V /\V/\ I/\Ml 5 U CELERON N I ,09 / $77.10/M0 g IHB Hlf¥9f§fHFtl! ft L —
PH 400 $2,097 s»rN 1 P^' 'if HI
Pill 450 $2,197 »" 7 —"112 - 1"' ' I 11"
Pill 550 $2,597 $io4e4t o?im°own /s\ , 8 -:r^—rr.!.. --? ■■'
„™.,,3;
rto ' ' % -•''■»■-"*' 1f H |' r7srp>—^
3 13GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive R&p Sound Card 2JLL J. - * '.T-^ 112 '112 1 V I
64M8 SDRam (PC100) -a Subwoofer Sound System c
"--*""*"*" I■"' a'"""j '■ ~ ,;„
*SSoSerator I ZT>2 B—IJBBSBSffIMPF-- MjlMll
a ELSA Revelator 3D Glasses 3 3.5" Floppy Drive required' 3 Windows 98 SE *» Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing a Arcade Games
a Pill Motherboard a CPU Fan * LOTUS SMART SUITE a Lucas Arts Afterlife a Racing Games
a 17" Samsung Monitor -3 104 Keyboard 3 Websters World Encyclopedia 99 a World Atlas s> Shareware pSjKß%lg^fgffß[
-a DVD Generation 111 Drive a Printer Cable 0 20 Fully Playable Demos a Draw Print Studio a Utilities
11 ''ZIZZZZTZI' UPGRAOESPECIAL 400 A tAA7
ft gßi ! QCC d»-fl 4(17 LEASETOOWN jfj 1r \A Ipl! lilt 9 1,19/ $48.63/mo Bjß S pM|| 11 wt| v- j p|| 400 djEQ7fi bll J: CftftA (1 Q77 LEASETOOWN |gi]sfi)rjil|B a„■ 1311111 j 'I .; _^ u_Jßk gS!eSSII» J I yyy celeron | § 112 $55.65/MO *c W|l _ J Recommended with Windows 98 OHLY! I
B Pf idKtß ir 1 "—nil ■% | ■ m|% a jfa #\ ■■ a cacp to n\A/M M« c.-t.-it:_.. Pill Motherboard Sound CardI Pll 400 SI 397 556.43/M0 3 32M8 SDRam J s6KV.9oModen■lyw^f' 11 TWW T 1 •> BMB Video Card -> Network Card
I IKX Pill 450 $1,497 LEASETOOWN : 3' MONY 3 MidtowerCase a ALL LABOUR
I 8.4G8 Ultra DMA Hard Drive a 15" SAMSUNG Monitor > Windows 98 SE Arcade Games ■ licen AMR AOrK<tORIE!SI a 32M8 SDRam (PC100) -> 120W Amplified Speakers a COREL WORDPERFECT SUITE a Racing Games 'i- UDdratie fr^^—-—TIs» Pill Motherboard a 56K V9O Voice/Fax/Modem s» Websters World Encyclopedia 99 a Shareware B OPD 4s 'M IE SIITOPSI PENTIUIVI PRO WORKHOR SE S ~. nn , „..Is MidtowerCase »> 104 Keyboard a Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing a Utilities aSliilfpllll^ I esifi * PP2OO • 32M8 ram - 3.2G^hdd° Ccd "I■* BMB Video Card ■» Internet Mouse & Pad a Lucas Arts Afterlife Hafd :ni K M iHf •& net cardI-3 44X CD-Rom a 3's' Floppy Drive » World Atlas |ML * COMPAQ deskpro 6000 (8 in stock) $547/unit■ i Sound Card » Printer Cable a Draw Print Studio O t r _i **£3 PP2OO - 64M8 ram - 3 2GB hdd -CD
• & NET CARD
U ——MMX GAMING SYSTEMSr PA PTC I • PENTIUM 166 MMX (6 in stock)
P166 MMX • 32M8 RAM • 2.5G8 HDD • CD $397/ unit
K PARTS SPECIALS • COMPAQ ARMADA (7 in stock)
| I3_uivr« PI66MMX • 32M8 RAM • 2GB HDD •CD $1297/unit
l;| i £"Qomciinn Cwni>Miclor Mnnilnr Ci D 7 on i Ti .. . .n_ _ _ § • ACTIVE MATRIX • 28.8 MODEM & CASEIiiUKIIIMiKM 15 Samsung SyncMasler Monitor... 5197.00 Mustek Flatbed Colour Scanner... S 87.00 1Ii —17" SamsungSyncMaster Monitor... $347.00 miiimi v Miistek Flatbed USB Colour Scanner... $137.00 ft fti * C0MDplAo^^LEvs2^9DD o (AVn unn r-n «n o7/,init
15 Sony Trinitr^Tube!!! $24700 AGFA High End 36Bit USB Colour Scanner... $187.00 ? AC^MAfR^TsMOpiMTcVsE00 $
17" Sony Trinitron Tube... $397:00 Internet Mouse... $ 19.97 • Compaq lte 5280 CD (6 in stock)ll'M-11111-UIJjL'l C , rR n-rri nriup Base Mouse... $ 7.77 ■■ ■i PI33MMX - 24M8 RAM - 1,3d8 HDD -CD $997/unit■■■MiIWIiIHW 6.4U8 Ha a urve... $147.UU Floodv Drive SMQQ7 I I - active matrix • 28.8 modem & caseI 8.4G8 Hard Drive... $177 00 » ri.r'°PP y un ... 4 19.a/
13GBHard Drive... $?S7 nn ~,.Spe*akers... $ 9.97 1 fITIONITORS • 14" svga (various makes) $89
17GBHard Drive tooVnn w Windows 98 Keyboard... $ 17.77 I ,u,u!?i! —777,■
,p. „0
$297.00 ,-,,
|.
- , rrjW 100MB Internal Zip Drive... $117.00 l S ￿ 15" svga (various makes) $147IsßTflinilrTl'll'3 Rvn ninrM ?i5? n2 SrV4*Tnrilß 10BaseT Combo PCI Network Card... $ 22.97 I ■', . 17- svga (hitachi. Compaq, nec) $277-$297DVD OEM... $147.00 iM>l ;lkLlll ifßy Yamaha Wavetable Sound Card... $ 19 77 ■CD RE-Writer... $297.00 56K Internal V9O Voice/Fax/Modem... $ 47.00 I • 20" svga (Sony viewsonic. integraph) $497-$547^
LEXMARK Z-11 Printer (after $50 rebate) . $ 97.00 Intel Startighter 3D Gaming Video Card... $ 37.00 MriDIMTPDQ andGWVINNFBQ . at Sd9/UNITI SAMSUNG Laser Printer... $497.00 DIAMOND Banshee 16MB 3DFX Video Card (after rebate)... $ 69.00 ; LJRINTEHb nd mQAIMIMERo starting $4 /unii
I computer J£^wHi^]^iunfin!npffl^^^ a^ailWORDS OF WISDOM FROM THE "WHIZ" II I i'i 11111I ■ || 886-5676 ig I
■I if "Alien" was my friend, I'd like to be with him when he went to the dentist, when they started 1111 11 I 11II I ® | I
drilling, he'd probably go nuts and start eating everybody. That Alien! Bjaastllllll M 1 1M B M I
140 UNIVERSITY AVE w
Anybody who has an identity problem had better wise up and get with the program. |[0 campus court plaza J
To start a successful small business in Ontario, start a large 0ne,... and wait.
